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Abstract: On behalf of the Strength and Conditioning Society (SCS) and the Nucleus of High Perfor-
mance in Sport (NAR), we are pleased to present the abstracts of the SCS 5th Annual Conference,
which, for the first time, took place outside of Europe. The event was held at NAR’s state-of-the-
art facilities in São Paulo, Brazil, on 3–5 November 2022, and comprised several invited sessions
from international and national speakers on a variety of topics related to strength and conditioning
practices and their application to health, injury prevention and sports performance. These included
strength training in high-performance sports and older adults, sleep and recovery in elite athletes,
performance optimization of the female athlete, high-intensity interval training, velocity-based
resistance training, and running and cycling biomechanics, among others. The Conference also
included different practical workshops conducted by renowned academics and practitioners on
post-competition recovery strategies, plyometric training, hamstring strain injuries in soccer, and
resisted sprint training. Finally, the event disseminated up-to-date strength and conditioning research
by providing practitioners and researchers with the opportunity to present their most recent findings.
In this regard, all abstracts of the communications presented at the SCS 5th Annual Conference can
be found in this Conference Report.
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1. Introduction

The 5th Annual Conference of the Strength and Conditioning Society (SCS) was SCS’
first international event organized outside of Europe. In accordance with the society’s
vision and mission to disseminate high-quality evidence of the performance and health
benefits of strength and conditioning practices worldwide, the 2022 Conference took
place in South America, on 3–5 November. The event was organized in collaboration
with the Nucleus of High Performance in Sport (NAR), an internationally renowned
training, assessment and research center located in São Paulo (Brazil), that provides support
to hundreds of world-class athletes from more than 70 sport disciplines. The SCS 5th
Annual Conference, held at NAR’s state-of-the-art facilities, brought together more than
250 delegates from different areas of expertise (i.e., sports science, sports physiotherapy,
sports nutrition, and sports medicine, among others) which provided ample opportunities
to exchange and discuss the latest evidence on strength and conditioning practices from
multiple perspectives. In a stimulating social and professional environment, practitioners
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and academics from different countries had the possibility of attending several thought-
provoking invited sessions from international and national speakers on a variety of topics
related to strength and conditioning and its application to health, injury prevention and
sports performance. These topics included strength training in high-performance sports and
older adults, sleep and psychobiological responses in athletic populations, performance
optimization of women in sport, complex-contrast and circuit training in team sports,
velocity-based resistance training, high-intensity interval training, muscle mass assessment
in elite soccer and running and cycling biomechanical aspects related to performance and
injury. Furthermore, the Conference also offered multiple practical workshops conducted
by renowned academics and practitioners (i.e., Olympic and soccer and rugby professional
strength and conditioning coaches) on post-competition recovery strategies, plyometric
training, hamstring strain injuries in soccer, and resisted sprint training. As in previous
years, the event fostered the dissemination of up-to-date strength and conditioning research
by providing practitioners and researchers with the opportunity to present and discuss
their latest findings, that can be found in the abstracts that compose this Conference
Report. Finally, the SCS, in collaboration with NAR, recognized professional and academic
excellence in the field of strength and conditioning and presented the “Strength and
Conditioning Coach of the Year Award”, the “Emerging Strength and Conditioning Coach
of the Year Award” and the “Strength and Conditioning Coach Career Achievement Award”
to outstanding coaches, and the “Young Investigator Award” and the “Applied Science
Award” to remarkable researchers.

2. Conference Abstract
2.1. General and Specific Vertical Jumping Ability in Junior and Professional Brazilian Elite Male
Volleyball Players

Cesar Abad, Jerusa Lara, Marcos Lopes, Luiz Lins, Jaime Lansini, Leandro Silva,
José Silva, Rodolfo Ferreira, Anderson Rodrigues and Fabiano Teixeira

Reference Center of Sport Science of Service of Social Industry (CRCE-SESI);
cesar.abad@sesisp.org.br (C.A.); jerusa.lara@sesisp.org.br (J.L.);
marcos.winicius@sesisp.org.br (M.L.); luiz.lins@sesisp.org.br (L.L.);
jaime.lansini@sesisp.org.br (J.L.); leandro.regis@sesisp.org.br (L.S.);
jose.lino@sesisp.org.br (J.S.); anderson.orodrigues@sesisp.org.br (A.R.);
fteixeira@sesisp.org.br (F.T.)

Vertical jump height is a very important ability related to volleyball performance [1].
Thus, squat jump (SJ) and countermovement jump (CMJ) have been extensively applied to
assess lower limb muscle power in many volleyball athletes. However, due to a highest
movement pattern related to volleyball, the CMJ with arm swing (CMJa), the block jump
(BL) and the spike jump (SP) have been introduced to evaluate volleyball players with
more specificity. Overall, upper jump height has been reported in specific jumps (i.e.,
BL and SP) rather than in general jumps (SJ and CMJ) [2]. In addition to specificity, the
competitive level and experience have also been suggested as important factors related to
vertical jump performance [3,4]. With this in mind, we assume that professional volleyball
players (PRO) may demonstrate a higher jump height than juniors (JUN) whilst the most
specific jump tasks would be higher than the general ones. However, the performance of
specific and general vertical jump is not completely understood in elite male volleyball
athletes. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to compare jump height performance
in general and specific vertical jump tests in both PRO and JUN. Overall, 29 elite Brazilian
male volleyball players (PRO n = 10; JUN n = 19) from the same club volunteered to
participate in the study. Both JUN and PRO team squads are ranked in the top three at the
national level. The results of vertical jump tests for PRO and JUN were SJ = 39.33 ± 4.94
and 33.83 ± 5.72 cm, CMJ = 40.80 ± 5.46 and 37.69 ± 6.39 cm, CMJa = 47.98 ± 6.62 and
46.12 ± 7.32 cm, BL = 42.43 ± 6.76 and 40.96 ± 7.46 cm, and SP = 61.73 ± 8.89 and
57.41 ± 9.58 cm, respectively. The two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test revealed that PRO
players had a higher SJ than JUN (p ≤ 0.05). The one-way ANOVA showed that JUN had
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significant differences in all vertical jump tests (SP > BL > CMJa > CMJ > SJ; p < 0.0001)
whereas PRO showed the highest jump height in SP in comparison to all the other vertical
jumps (p < 0.01). PRO also showed significant higher BL than CMJa (p < 0.01) and higher
CMJa than both CMJ and SJ (p < 0.01). According to our prior hypothesis, the SP jump
had the highest jump height in both PRO and JUN. On the other hand, in contrast to our
previous assumption, the PRO players showed better results than JUN only in the SJ. In
conclusion, these results suggest that JUN and PRO had different vertical jumping ability
in concentric-only muscle action such as SJ.

Funding: This research received no external funding.
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2.2. The Performance of Eccentric Hamstring Muscle Strength Produced by Soccer Players
throughout the Competitive Season
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Gabriel dos Santos Oliveira 2, Bruno Manfredini Baroni 2, Ronei Silveira Pinto 1

and Eduardo Lusa Cadore 1
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Hamstring eccentric muscle strength plays an important role in muscle injuries pre-
vention and physical performance of soccer athletes [1,2]. However, athletes may have
to play more than 70 games in a season, playing three games a week on a congested
calendar, having little recovery time at baseline levels [3]. Consequently, they present
cumulative fatigue, which may result in changes in eccentric muscle strength, generating
performance impairment and increasing the risk of injuries [4]. From this perspective, the
objective of the present study was to describe and compare the performance of hamstring
eccentric strength in soccer players throughout a competitive season in a professional
soccer team, in order to verify whether it undergoes variation across the season. We in-
cluded 20 professional soccer athletes who compete in national competitions and who were
evaluated in two moments: at the beginning of the pre-season; and, in the middle of the
competitive season. The athletes’ characteristics were age = 25.9 ± 5.4 years old; height
= 179.2 ± 8.4 cm; body mass = 79.3 ± 9.7 kg; and, body fat percentage = 11.7 ± 2.4%. The
evaluation of hamstring eccentric strength occurred through Nordic Exercise testing on
a personalized device, which uses load cells with simultaneous data transfer via blue-
tooth. For the statistical analysis, the Shapiro–Wilk test was used for normality test-
ing, and the paired t-test for comparison between different moments of the season. The
effect size (ES) was calculated using Cohen’s d represented by the following formula
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ES = (MeanPost −MeanPre)/StandardDeviationPre, with MeanPost being the average
value of the middle of the competitive season, MeanPre being the average value of the
pre-season and StandardDeviationPre the standard deviation pre-season. Comparing to
pre-season values, there was a significant reduction in the absolute hamstring eccentric
strength (−6.0 ± 11.3%; ES = −0.41; p = 0.014) as well as a trend toward a significant
decrease in the relative hamstring eccentric strength (−5.2 ± 19.3%; ES = −0.54; p = 0.09)
in the middle of the season. In summary, the soccer players’ hamstring eccentric strength
decreased during the competitive season, which may be a consequence of the cumulative
residual fatigue due to the excess of games throughout the year. This cumulative fatigue
can induce greater biochemical changes such as muscle damage as well changes in game
performance, in addition to exacerbating the risk of injuries.

Funding: This research was funded by The National Council for Scientific and Technolog-
ical Development (CNPq, Brazil) and the Coordination for the Improvement of Higher
Education Personnel (CAPES, Brazil).
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2.3. Relationship between Localized, Total % of Fat and the Reduction of Performance in
Judo Athletes

Izabela Aparecida dos Santos 1,2, Gabriel Felipe Arantes Bertochi 1

and Enrico Fuini Puggina 1,*
1 Post-Graduate Program in Rehabilitation and Functional Performance, Medicine School of
Ribeirão Preto, University of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil; izabelaeduca94@hotmail.com (I.A.S.);
gabrielbertochi1@gmail.com (G.F.A.B.)
2 Exercise Physiology in Health and Human Performance Research Group, Department of
Physical Education, University of Uberaba (UNIUBE)
* Correspondence: enrico@usp.br (E.F.P.)

Judo is a combat sport with an intermittent physical characteristic, characterized by
high intensity with short recovery periods. The total time of the combat is 4 min, which is
considered relatively short; however, the physiological demands are high [1]. To achieve
a satisfactory performance in judo, athletes need high levels of muscle strength and power,
in addition to cardiorespiratory endurance [2]. At competitive level, Judo athletes are
categorized by weight, making anthropometric characteristics important for performance
in judokas [3,4]. Exploring the relationship between performance tests and anthropomet-
ric data can help to understand how these variables are related and consequently, their
importance for sport; therefore, the objective of this study was to correlate the anthropo-
metric profile by body segment and total body fat with the performance. Twenty-five elite
judokas—13 men (21 ± 3.8 years; 85 ± 16.7 kg; 176 ± 9.3 cm), 12 women (21 ± 3.5 years;
63.5 ± 19.7 kg; 163 ± 10.1 cm)—were evaluated. Initially, they were submitted to dual-
energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA), followed by the countermovement vertical jump
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(CMJ), squat jump (SJ), force push-ups (FPU) and plyometric push-ups (PPU). Correlations
were tested using Pearson’s test. SJ was negatively correlated with leg fat mass (r = −0.763),
with torso fat mass (r = −0.663) and with total fat percentage (%fat) (r = −0.864). CMJ was
also negatively correlated with leg fat mass (r = −0.751), torso fat mass (r = −0.635), %fat
torso (r = −0.770) and %fat total (r = −0.874). In the upper limb tests, FPU was negatively
correlated with arm fat mass (r = −0.596), %fat arm (r = −0.788), %fat torso (r = −0.630),
and positively with lean arm mass (r = 0.540). Finally, CMP was negatively correlated with
arm fat mass (r = −0.531), %fat arm (r = −0.688), torso fat mass (r = −0.428), %fat torso
(r = −0.523), total fat mass (r = −0.566) and the %fat total (r = −0.658). Fat mass in different
body segments was negatively correlated with the performance in the physical tests, as
well as with a positive correlation with lean mass. Therefore, optimizing body composition,
especially fat reduction and increase/maintenance of muscle mass can positively influence
the performance in judokas.

Funding: This research was funded by Coordination for the Improvement of Higher
Education Personnel (CAPES), grant number (88887.684581/2022-00).
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2.4. Can Auto-Regulating Horizontal Jump Performance Using Minimal Individual Differences Be
Used to Regulate Training Load in Young Soccer Players?

Rodrigo Aquino 1, Breno Bonetti 1, Mauro Guerra Junior 2, Vinicius Ribeiro Silva 1

and Luiz Guilherme Gonçalves 1,3

1 LabSport, Post-graduate Program in Physical Education, Centre of Physical Education and
Sport (CEFD), Federal University of Espírito Santo, Vitória/ES, Brazil;
aquino.rlq@gmail.com (R.A.); brenobonetti94@hotmail.com (B.B.);
vinicius-ribeiro12@outlook.com (V.R.S.); goncalves.lgui@gmail.com (L.G.G.)
2 Fitness Center Anatomy, Vitória/ES, Brazil; guerrajr2@yahoo.com.br (M.G.J.)
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A previous study suggested that vertical jump (i.e., countermovement jump-CMJ)
could be used to regulate and monitor training load in young futsal players [1]. In addition,
horizontal plyometric training presented a positive effect in the acceleration phase (i.e.,
10 m sprint time—determinant in soccer) of high-level young soccer players [2]. Therefore,
horizontal jump performance (HJ) could be an alternative method to regulate the training
load in young players. This study aimed to determine whether auto-regulating horizontal
jump performance using minimal individual difference (MID) could be used to regulate
training load in young soccer players. Nineteen Brazilian players (15.5± 0.8 y) participated
in this study and were randomly assigned to either a regulate group (RG; n = 10) or
a control group (CG; n = 9). The participants were familiarized with the HJ and then
the HJ distance reliability was quantified to determine the MID [1]. The RG performed
6 weeks of training with the training load regulated by a mean distance of HJ with MID,
whereas the CG performed the pre-planned training. The outcome measures included
tests for the assessment of jump performance (CMJ and HJ), speed (10–30 m sprint), and
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maximal running speed (MSR) achieved in the 30–15 Intermittent Fitness Test. Internal
load (rating of perceived exertion-based training load—sRPE; version Borg’s CR10) was
calculated by multiplying the CR10 scale by training/match duration. The following
internal load indicators were calculated: acute-sRPE, monotony-sRPE, and strain-sRPE.
Data were analyzed using ANOVA two way to compare the physical measures according
to the time (T0: pre-training, T1: mid-training, and T2: post-training) and group (RG and
CG). The t-test for repeated measures was used to compare the internal load indicators
between groups according to each week. A significance level of p < 0.05 was adopted.
There were no significant differences between groups at baseline in performance measures.
HJ increased only for RG (T2 > T0; p = 0.042, ES = 0.78, very large). In addition, the RG
and CG presented higher MSR in T1 (p < 0.001, ES = 1.20, very large) and T2 (p < 0.001,
ES = 0.98, very large) compared to T0. The RG presented higher values of jumps during the
training period than the CG (t = 3.490, p = 0.007, ES = 1.52, very large). In conclusion, the
RG improved HJ distance more than traditional preplanned periodized training in young
soccer players. Researchers and practitioners could use this auto-regulating method to
regulate the training load in young soccer players.

Funding: This research received no external funding.
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2.5. Does the External Load Vary According to the Match Outcome in Elite-Level Young Brazilian
Soccer Players?

Rodrigo Aquino 1, Vinícius Costa 2, Rafael José Silva Barbosa 2,
Gabriel Gazone dos Santos 2, Carlos Fabiano Machado 2, Luiz Guilherme Gonçalves 1,3,
Alejandro Pastor 4, Eduardo Rostaiser 4 and Bruno Pasquarelli 4

1 LabSport, Post-graduate Program in Physical Education, Centre of Physical Education and
Sport (CEFD), Federal University of Espírito Santo, Vitória/ES, Brazil;
aquino.rlq@gmail.com (R.A.); goncalves.lgui@gmail.com (L.G.G.)
2 Department of Health and High Performance, Club Regatas of Flamengo,
Rio de Janeiro/RJ, Brazil; vinicius.costa@flamengo.com.br (V.C.);
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3 Department of Physiology, Association Ferroviária of Sports, Araraquara, SP, Brazil
4 Catapult Group International Ltd., Melbourne, Australia;
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In soccer, distance- and accelerometer-based variables (i.e., total distance and Player
Load) have contributed to a better understanding of the external load of match-play [1].
Moreover, in this regard, authors have reported that myriad of factors can influence these
parameters (e.g., match outcome—win vs. draw vs. loss) [2]. However, a previous
systematic review showed that the potential impact of match contextual factors on external
load is frequently overlooked in young players [3]. Therefore, this study aimed to compare
the external load parameters according to the match outcome in elite-level young Brazilian
soccer players. Fifty male outfield players (U16, n = 18; U17, n = 15; U20, n = 17) were
monitored during 15 official matches. The players who participated ≥ 70% of the match
time were considered as inclusion criteria. The following variables were obtained using
GPS and accelerometer devices (Vector S7, Catapult): (i) total distance covered (meters);
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(ii) total distance covered in high-speed running (HIR: ≥20 km·h−1); (iii) frequency of
jumps > 20 cm; vi) frequency of accelerations and decelerations (Acc + Dec; Acc > 2 m·s2;
Dec < −2 m·s2); (iv) Player Load forward (PLfwd; a.u.); (v) Player Load side (PLside; a.u.);
(vi) Player Load up (PLup; a.u.); (vii) maximal velocity (km·h−1). The match outcome was
considered: won (n = 9 matches), draw (n = 2 matches) and loss (n = 4 matches). Separate
linear mixed models were performed to compare (fixed effects) match outcome with
“position ID” included as a random effect. Multiple comparisons were adjusted using the
Bonferroni method. The t-statistics from the mixed models were converted to effect size (ES)
correlations and classified as [4]: trivial (r < 0.1), small (r = 0.1–0.3), moderate (r = 0.3–0.5),
large (r = 0.5–0.7), very large (r = 0.7–0.9), and almost perfect (r > 0.9). A significance level
of p < 0.05 was adopted. Data were analyzed using the software Jasp. The main results
were (i) total distance covered (F = 0.188; p = 0.83), HIR (F = 1.210; p = 0.45), jumps > 20 cm
(F = 2.110; p = 0.14), Acc + Dec (F = 1.157; p = 0.41), PLside (F = 2.270; p = 0.12), PLup
(F = 2.276; p = 0.11), and maximal velocity (F = 0.232; p = 0.79) does not vary according
to the match outcome; (ii) the PLfwd presented greater values in won (355.9 ± 60.7) vs.
loss matches (306.56 ± 59.65) (t = 3.488, p = 0.001, ES = 0.46, moderate). In general, the
external load does not vary according to the match outcome in elite-level young soccer
players. Coaches and practitioners should consider other contextual factors to interpret the
fluctuations of the match external load (e.g., match location, quality of opposition).

Funding: This research received no external funding.
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Blood lactate is one of the main energy substrates for cardiomyocytes, skeletal muscle,
and the brain [1,2]. Lactate supplementation, in the form of polylactate, sodium lactate,
or calcium lactate, has emerged as an alternative to enhance buffering capacity during
intense exercises [3] or as the main source of energy [1,2]. In a pilot study conducted in
our laboratory, we observed a better performance when soccer players were supplemented
with calcium lactate. They executed soccer-specific tasks in less time than control condi-
tions. Thus, we seek to verify whether its ergogenic effect could be reproducible when
specific physical tasks are applied. Fifteen soccer athletes (age: 13.6 ± 0.5 years; height:
166.9 ± 7.1 cm; body mass: 57.2 ± 6.8 kg) from the same soccer club participated in this
study. The study was approved by the local Ethics Committee (number 5.289.670). This
randomized crossover trial consisted of three testing sessions. Before testing, a familiariza-
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tion session was performed. All sessions were separated for a minimum of 48 h. On the
same day, athletes performed Squat Jump (SJ), Countermovement Squat Jump (CMJ), 20 m
linear sprint, 20 m zigzag, and running anaerobic speed test (RAST) tests. Between each
test, a 5 min interval was provided to allow adequate recovery. The first session served
as a control. On each of the experimental sessions, the participants ingested one of the
following: a dose of calcium lactate (21.5 mg.kg−1 body mass) or a placebo (PL, calcium
carbonate, 21.5 mg.kg−1 body mass). The treatments were provided in gelatin capsules
identical in size, color, and overall appearance. Sixty minutes after the ingestion of the
capsules, the participants started the tests. There were no significant differences among
conditions for SJ, CMJ, zigzag, and relative minimum power during RAST tests (p > 0.05).
On the other hand, we observed a significant difference (p < 0.05) for 20 m linear sprint,
relative peak power, relative mean power, and fatigue index in the RAST test. We conclude
that calcium lactate supplementation 60 min before the tasks impairs acceleration, repetitive
running sprint ability, and exacerbates fatigue.
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This retrospective study described the training characteristics of World-class Para-
lympic swimming sprinters prior to their personal best performances (PB). Six male (S7, S8,
2 S9s, S10, and S11) and three female swimmers (2 S12s and S14) participated in this study.
They reached finals in major international competitions (eight were medalists in individual
or relay events), and their PBs were world-ranked among the top-10 in 50 or 100m races
(ranging from 1st to 10th). The preparation was divided into four periods [1]: taper (weeks
1 to 2 before competition), short- (SHORT, weeks 3 to 5), medium- (MED, weeks 6 to 8), and
long-term (LONG, weeks 9 to 11). The in-water external training load was described by
the weekly volume and training intensity distribution (TID) across low-, moderate- and
high-intensity volumes, defined according to the coach’s intended prescription. The inten-
sity was determined by the session RPE method with the CR-10 Borg scale [2,3]. Internal
training load (ITL) was calculated by multiplying the session RPE score by the session du-
ration in minutes. Monotony (daily mean/standard deviation) and strain (ITL*monotony)
were also determined [2,3]. Logistical restrictions prevented the full data collection of four
athletes in week 1 (taper). Due to the short duration of the season, three athletes did not
present LONG at all. Performance improved 0.68 ± 0.50% (competition time reductions
ranged from−1.59 to−0.29%) in comparison with their previous PB. LONG, MED, SHORT
and taper presented a volume of 12.9 ± 0.2 km (TID: 62-5-34%), 10.8 ± 1.7 km (TID: 66-2-
32%), 10.0 ± 0.9 km (TID: 67-1-32%), 9.5 ± 1.0 km (71-3-26%), an ITL of 2640 ± 176 UA,
2429 ± 687 UA, 2611 ± 663 UA, 2284 ± 689 UA; a monotony of 1.11 ± 0.14, 1.06 ± 0.21,
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1.11 ± 0.22, 1.20 ± 0.39; and a strain of 2971 ± 501 UA, 2633 ± 796 UA, 3131 ± 1465 UA,
2831 ± 1612 UA, respectively. One-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s post-hoc test
showed a higher volume in LONG than in the other periods (p ≤ 0.02). The percentage
of low-intensity training was lower in LONG than in taper (p < 0.01). The percentage of
high-intensity training was lower in taper than in MED and LONG (p < 0.05). No differ-
ences were found in the percentage of moderate-intensity training, ITL, monotony, and
strain across the periods. The low levels of monotony may have favored the adaptations
and prevented the potential negative effects of training [3]. World-class Paralympic swim-
ming sprinters present a stable pattern of internal training load parameters prior to their
PBs, higher volumes at the early stages of the season and reductions in the high-intensity
training loads during taper.
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Since its entry into the Olympic Games in 2004, the number of women wrestling
practitioners has increased [1]. Wrestling is a combat modality that involves a series
of repeated movements with the aim of knocking down the opposing fighter to receive
a score [2]. The ability to produce strength is important for the application of attack and
defense techniques, proven by the strong correlation between strength and performance [3].
This case study describes the fluctuations in performance following a four-week training
cycle during the season that combined a maximum strength training program (five sets
of five repetition-maximum load at 3 min of rest interval) with wrestling-specific sessions
on neuromuscular variables and VO2max. This study is described as a case study in order
to establish unique characteristics of a given conditioning [4]. The sample consisted of
two 22-years-old female wrestling athletes, who train at a training center located in the
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south zone of the Rio de Janeiro, with 69.25 ± 11.53kg of total body mass and 1.64 ± 0.02 m
of height. The exercises used on the two first training weeks were bent over close grip
row, squat, bench press, crunch, trunk rotation and biceps curl, in that execution order.
The exercises used on the two last training weeks were bent over wide grip row, deadlift,
shoulder press, dorsal extension, oblique crunch and biceps curl, in that execution order.
Testing was performed before and after the four weeks of training. Tests included the
1 min push up (1PU), 1 min crunch (1C), 1 min pull up (1PL), vertical jump without
countermovement (SQ), with countermovement (CMJ) and with free arms (Abalakov), Yo
yo recovery 1 (YR1) and sit and reach (SR). There were improvements in neuromuscular
tests results: 1C (14.66%), 1PU (11.71%) e SJ (7.34%). There were also improvements in the
parameters of distance (20.39%), level (3.41%) and VO2max (2.77%) of the YR1 test. The 1PL
test showed no pre- and post-intervention change. The CMJ (−3.79%), Abalakov (−12.13%)
and SR (−1.26%) tests showed a reduction in percentage values. From these results, it
is possible to conclude that positive performance changes were observed following the
four-week maximum strength training program in 1C, 1PU, SQ and in all YR1 parameters.

Funding: This research received no external funding.
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Football is recognized as a long-term intermittent sport in which athletes are in con-
stant motion with and without ball as sprints, side and back displacements, jumps and
braking [1]. Soccer athletes aged between 14 and 15 years run an average of 7 to 9 km per
match, showing that they must have adequate physical preparation in order to delay the
onset of fatigue during the game [2]. Therefore, the present investigation aims to correlate
displacement speed, maximum oxygen consumption (VO2max) and fatigue index (FI) in
young male soccer athletes. Twelve under-15 soccer athletes (age: 14–15 years, height:
1.71 ± 0.09 m, body mass: 61.79 ± 5.59 kg) of a team located in the city of Rio de Janeiro
participated in this research. Height, total body mass and the Yoyo recovery test level
1 (YR1) data were collected in the training center on the first visit. From the distance
covered in YR1, the VO2max was calculated using the formula proposed by Bangsbo et al.
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(2008) [3]. On the second visit, the anaerobic power tests (rast test) were applied, which
estimates the fatigue index (FI) through the formula proposed by Zagatto et al. (2009) [4].
Also realized was the 20 m speed test (V20m), with 20 min interval between them. The
descriptive results point to VO2max values of 44.9 ± 2.2 Lo2/min considered regular for the
studied sample, IF with values of 40.3 ± 11.2% considered weak, demonstrating a need to
improve the anaerobic capacity for intermittent efforts, and the values found for V20m were
3.39 ± 0.17s. There was no correlation between FI and V20m (r = 0.280; p = 0.378), FI and
VO2max (r = −0.153; p = 0.635) and V20m and VO2max (r = 0.037; p = 0.910). In conclusion,
it can be observed that this sample of young male soccer athletes displayed regular levels
of VO2max, despite these not interfering with the ability to sustain anaerobic efforts.

Funding: This research received no external funding.
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The control of variables in concurrent training plays a very important role in neu-
romuscular and metabolic adaptations [1,2,3]; among which, intensity is responsible for
causing more or less physiological adaptations at a central or peripheral level [4]. The pur-
pose of this research was to quantify the neuromuscular and peripheral fatigue produced
by the concurrent training of strength and endurance at different intensities in order to
predict the most favorable conditions for experiencing the interference phenomenon in
relation to the variable intensity. Twelve amateur athletes (age: 23.6 ± 2.61 years, height:
178 ± 6.26 cm, weight: 73.5 ± 8.74 kg) undertook four concurrent training protocols (P) at
different intensities (P1: 10RM + 25’ at 75%VO2max, P2: 5RM + Repeated sprint training
(RST) of 24 sprint at 100% maximal sprinting speed (MSS), P3: 5RM + 25’ at 75%VO2max, P4:
10RM + RST of 24 sprint at 100% MSS) in different weeks. Pre, post and 24 h post-training
were evaluated in function of the variables of countermovement jump, jump height from
take off (Hmax), relative maximal power (Pmax), force at peak eccentric, force at peak con-
centric and braking time; in addition to the magnitude of central fatigue with its variables
of absolute maximum voluntary contraction (MVC), peak torque and voluntary activation,
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and residual peripheral fatigue (RPF) at different frequencies (1, 10, 20, 20, 50 and 100 Hz)
through the interpolation twitch technique. Physiological parameters of resting heart rate,
systolic blood pressure and diastolic blood pressure, body mass and the rating of fatigue
scale, were also evaluated. Results demonstrated a significant decrease in Hmax pre–post
(p = 0.011) in all groups only exceeding the initial value of the studio in P2 (↑0.29%). Pmax
values decreased in all groups and recovered almost completely only at P2 (↓0.19%) after
24 h. A significant decrease in post MVC values (p = 0.05) occurred in all groups, being
higher in P2 (↓8.36%) and P4 (↓12.14%). RPF10 significantly decreased pre–post (p = 0.004)
and pre–post 24 h (p = 0.025), to a higher degree and identically in P2 and P4 (↓21.64% and
↓10. 45%), while RPF100 decreased significantly in pre–post (p < 0.001) and pre–post 24 h
(p = 0.005) to a greater degree in P2 (↓20.71% and ↓10%) and P4 (↓20.29% and ↓7.97%). In
conclusion, concurrent training intensity influences both central and peripheral adaptations,
which will prolong recovery time to a greater or lesser extent.
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Judo may be considered an intermittent sport that requires energy from both aer-
obic and anaerobic systems [1,2]. During official judo combat, high aerobic endurance
capacity, muscular endurance, muscular strength, and power are required [3]. There-
fore, the training program must contain multiple exercises to develop specific match
skills and physical fitness related to match performance to improve judo performance [4].
The effect of a long-term training program (>4 weeks) on upper and lower limb perfor-
mance in professional judo athletes remains underdescribed in the literature. Thus, the
present study aimed to verify the physical performance variations of judo athletes during
a competitive period. Eleven male professional judo athletes (19 ± 1 years; 78.9 ± 16.7 kg;
174.9 ± 13.0 cm) volunteered to participate in the study. The training program lasted
8 weeks and comprised 72 training sessions (48 technical-tactical and 24 strength and
power). The strength training session was based on undulating strength training peri-
odization. The session was distributed into maximal strength exercises, power exercises,
plyometrics, and ballistic exercises. The vertical jumps (SJ and CMJ); the maximal power
output for half-squat (HS), bench-press (BP), and prone-row (PR) exercises; the repetitions
of pull-down (PD) with the Kimono; and the Hikidashi test (HK) were assessed prior
(PRE) and 8 weeks after (POST) the training program. Paired Student’s t-Tests were per-
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formed to analyze the pre and post-assessment. Significant increases were noted for the
power outputs in the HS and PR exercises (HSpre = 1886 ± 189 W; HSpost = 2553 ± 357 W
(p < 0.0001); PRpre = 2038 ± 314 W; PRpost: 2548 ± 329 W; p < 0.0001) when comparing
pre-and post-assessments. No significant changes were noticed for the other variables
tested [SJpre = 33.1 ± 5.2 cm; SJpost = 32.7 ± 3.9 cm (p = 0.77); CMJpre = 35.7 ± 4.8 cm;
CMJpost = 35.7 ± 5.9 cm (p = 0.9); PDpre = 18.3 ± 6.6; PDpost = 18.2 ± 4.4 (p = 0.39);
HKpre = 45.5 ± 2.3; HKpost = 46.3 ± 4.7 (p = 0.90)]. In conclusion, our results showed that
muscle power varied positively after 8 weeks of training. However, variables such as VJ
and specific judo tasks did not vary significantly over 8 weeks. The muscle power of HS
and PR exercises seems more responsive to changes than VJ and specific judo tasks during
a long-term training program. This finding may help judo professionals think about tests
to monitor performance throughout a competitive season.

Funding: This research received no external funding.
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Different symmetrical and asymmetrical quadruped exercises (QE) have been widely
adopted in rehabilitation and sports programs [1,2,3,4], although there seems to be a lack
of understanding about their suitability. This study investigated the perceived exertion,
postural demands, and muscle recruitment profiles imposed by three different QE postures.
Thirty healthy women (22.1± 1.55 years old; 1.60± 0.06 m; body mass: 54.4 ± 9.02 kg; later-
ality score: +80.4 ± 33.8) participated in the study. The local ethics committee approved the
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study (n. 2.634.323). The QE postures were investigated under isometric contraction while
the participants maintained the right (dominant) hand on the ground. They performed
the following three QE postures: a. Classic Quadruped (CQ): 180◦ shoulder flexion with
external shoulder rotation and forearm in the neutral position. Contralateral hip extension
up to 0◦ with maximum plantar flexion; b. Functional quadruped (FQ): maximal extension
of the upper limb and contralateral lower limb extension to 0◦ and maximum plantar
flexion; Homolateral quadruped (HQ): same as the classic, but the homolateral lower limb
and upper limb. Each QE posture was performed three times for 10” each. The Borg scale
(BS) was used at the end of each attempt to obtain the perceived exertion index from each
participant. The elliptical center of pressure (CoP) area from the statokinesiogram was used
to evaluate how much the quadrupedal postural stability control challenged the palmar
support base. The surface myoelectric activity (sEMG) of four different trunk muscles
(transverse abdominis; iliocostalis lumborum; longissimus dorsi; and multifidus, bilaterally) was
recorded for analysis. Higher values were found for the BS in HQ (4.35 ± 1.8) than in the
other two QE (CQ: 2.1± 0.8; FQ: 2.9± 1.6; p < 0.05). Concerning the elliptical CoP area, HQ
presented significantly (p < 0.05) greater areas (x = 89.06 mm2) than CQ (x = 57.01 mm2) and
FQ (x = 63.90 mm2). In relation to the sEMG signal, it was significantly greater for CQ in
contrast to HQ (p = 0.01) but not in relation to FQ (p = 0.36). There was no interaction among
the three factors (QE × Hemibody Side ×Muscle; p = 0.86). Our findings suggest that HQ
was the most challenging exercise regarding CoP and BS, although the magnitude of sEMG
did not follow the BS. Interestingly, CQ presented a higher symmetrical myoelectrical
activity. Understanding the characteristics of QE may help health professionals to prescribe
them more suitably.

Funding: This study was financed in part by the [Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de
Pessoal de Nível Superior—Brasil (CAPES) #1] under Grant [Finance Code 001], [Fun-
dação de Amparo à Pesquisa do Estado de Minas Gerais (FAPEMIG) #2] under Grant
[CDS-APQ-01730-09-51900] and [CDS-APQ-00923-11-213588], and [Conselho Nacional de
Desenvolvimento Científico e Tecnológico (CNPq) #3]. VHS was funded by the European
Research Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme (ConnectToBrain; grant agreement number 810377).
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Combined training (CT) has been shown to be a non-pharmacological treatment for
overweight and type 2 diabetes (T2D) [1,2]. In addition, the increase in thermogenic activity
of adipocytes induced by physical training is also associated with metabolic improvement
[1]. However, it is not known whether physical training could increase muscle thermogenic
activity non-shivering. The goal of present work was to evaluate the effects of CT on cold-
stimulated muscle glucose uptake in individuals with overweight and T2D. The sample
consisted of 12 individuals with T2D, of both sexes and with a body mass index between
25–35kg/m2. In the pre–post experimental period, image analyses were performed by
Positron coupled to Computed Tomography (PET-CT) with 18Fluordeoxyglucose (18FDG).
The CT program consisted of strength training (1–3 series of 10–12 submaximal repetitions,
from 1′–1.15” interval) followed by aerobic training (35 min at 50–70% of VO2max) in the
same session, with three sessions weekly, for 16 weeks. In pre- and post-training, an
increase was observed in the uptake of 18FDG by the trapezius (right side) (p = 0.01)
and heart muscles (p = 0.01). When comparing standard uptake value (SUV) differences
between muscles in pre moment, it was observed that right and left longus colli muscle
presents higher SUV than all skeletal muscles (p < 0.01 for all analyses). The right and left
sternocleidomastoid also presented higher SUV than the right trapezius (p = 0.01; p = 0.04),
left vastus lateralis (p = 0.02; p = 0.04), right (p = 0.01, p = 0.01) and left (p = 0.01; p = 0.03)
biceps femoris, and right (p = 0.02; p = 0.04) and left (p = 0.02; p = 0.04) semitendinosus. The
heart presented higher SUV than all skeletal muscles (p < 0.01 for all analyses), except for
right and left longus colli (p = 0.45; p = 0.99) and right and left sternocleidomastoid (p = 0.57;
p = 0.42), while the aorta artery presented higher SUV than all skeletal muscles (p < 0.01
for all analyzes) and heart (p < 0.01). Finally, in post moment, higher SUV in right and
left longus colli was observed than all skeletal muscles (p < 0.01 for analyses). The heart
showed higher SUV than all skeletal muscles (p < 0.01 for all analyses). The aorta artery
presented higher SUV than all skeletal muscles (p < 0.01 for all analyses), except for right
and left longus colli (p = 0.42). CT increases the glycemic uptake of the heart and trapezius
muscles induced by exposure to cold. Muscles in the neck region have greater glycemic
uptake, which may attribute a thermogenic role to them.

Funding: This research was funded by São Paulo State Research Support Foundation (FAPESP)—
São Paulo/Brazil—Regular Research Grants—Process: 2016/08751-3; Coordination for the
Improvement of Higher Education Personnel (CAPES)—Brazil—Financing Code 001; Na-
tional Council for Scientific and Technological Development (CNPQ)—Brazil—Financing Code
303571/2018-7.
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Lactate [La−] is continuously formed as a product of one metabolic pathway (gly-
colysis), which acts as a substrate for another pathway (mitochondrial respiration) [1]. In
response to the energy crisis in muscle cells, the rate of [La−] accumulation increases, as
glycolysis has a much higher activity than the oxidative enzymes of mitochondrial respira-
tion [2]. However, this imbalance may be even more pronounced in individuals with a high
percentage of fast-twitch fibers due to their higher glycolytic activity [2,3]. In a counterbal-
anced crossover design, in fourteen competitive swimmers (males: 18.95 ± 1.63; females:
19.02 ± 0.78 years; 100 m freestyle time, males: 56.35 ± 1.44 s; females: 63.01 ± 1.60 s),
[La−] and countermovement jump (CMJ) height were measured after two swimming train-
ing sets. The sets consisted of 10 × 100 m swimming bouts (Race-pace training [RPT]),
and 20 × 50 m swimming bouts (Ultra-short race-pace training [USRPT]), and swimmers
were given individualized target and recovery times based on specific 200 m times. CMJ-
height was assessed 2 min before, and 2 and 5 min after the experimental set, while [La−]
samples were collected at the same time-points. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA
was applied to study the differences in CMJ-height between protocols and time-points.
Pearson correlation coefficient (r) was used to verify the associations between [La−] and
CMJ-height (statistical significance p < 0.05). A significant time (F2,26 = 22.177, p < 0.001),
and time × set interaction (F2,26 = 6.951, p < 0.004) was identified for CMJ-height when
relative 2 min pre- to 2 and 5 min post-exercise were compared between the protocols
(RPT [2 min pre- vs. 2 min post-, ∆ = −11.09%; vs. 5 min post-, ∆ = −4.94%]) vs. (USRPT
[2 min pre- vs. 2min post-, ∆ = −5.89%; vs. 5 min post-, ∆ = 4.24%]), indicating that there
was lower neuromuscular fatigue after USRPT to perform an explosive task afterward [4].
The correlation analysis only revealed a positive correlation for females between [La−]
and CMJ-height after USRPT, both at min 2 (r = 0.89; p = 0.006) and at min 5 (r = 0.80;
p = 0.027), thus showing that those producing more [La−] performed better in the CMJ
test. This relationship may be a consequence of a higher percentage of fast-twitch fibers
because exceeding [La−] could not be easily managed in the mitochondrial reticulum of
those muscle cells (1–3). This procedure constitutes a practical way to monitor the muscular
properties of swimmers and could be used to prescribe more individualized swimming
training protocols (e.g., RPT or USRPT).
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Wrestling is a combat modality with a high-intensity interval characteristic [1] in which
the success of athletes’ performance is related to parameters such as the ability to produce
maximum dynamic strength, isometric strength, power and muscular endurance [2]. This
case study analyzes the effect of a four-week maximum strength training program (five
sets of five repetitions at 3 min of rest interval) on neuromuscular variables and VO2max.
The present research is characterized as a case study, which aims to determine unique
characteristics of a given condition [3]. The study had as a sample two male wrestling
athletes aged 20 ± 1.41 years, who train in a training center located in the Flamengo
neighborhood, south zone of city of Rio de Janeiro, with 78.20± 13.86 kg of total body mass
and 1.74 ± 0.08 m of height. The exercises were performed on the first two training weeks:
bent over close grip row, squat, bench press, crunch, trunk rotation and biceps curl, in that
order. The following exercises were performed on the last two training weeks: bent over
wide grip row, deadlift, shoulder press, dorsal extension, oblique crunch and biceps curl.
Before and after the training period, the right (RHG) and left (LHG) handgrip, 1 min crunch
(1C), 1 min push up (1PU), 1 min pull up (1PL), squat jump without countermovement
(SJ), with countermovement (CMJ) and with arms help (Abalakov), Yoyo recovery 1 (YR1)
and sit and reach (SR) tests were performed. There were improvements in absolute values
in the RHG (0.7N), LHG (0.2N), SR (12 cm), 1PU (3 repetitions), 1C (2 repetitions) e 1PL
(1 repetition). On the contrary, there was a reduction in performance in the SJ (−2.2 cm),
CMJ (−0.8 cm), Abalakov (−3.6 cm) and in the parameters of YR1 (−360 m, −1.1 level
and −3Lo2/min). Thus, it is possible to conclude that a four-week maximum strength
training program improved RHG, LHG, SR, 1PU, 1C and 1CU. However, it reduced the
performance of power production capacities of vertical jump tests and in all parameters of
the YR1.
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The impact of menstrual cycles on athletic performance has been widely discussed
without reaching a consensus. Some authors demonstrated that the estrogen secreted dur-
ing the menstrual cycle’s follicular phase (FP) favored strength development and aerobic
capacities [1,2]. In contrast, other authors have shown that the menstrual cycle (FP and
Luteal Phase (LP)) did not influence aerobic, and muscle contractile capacity [3]. Addi-
tionally, a recent study highlighted that a majority of women reported through a survey
that their menstrual cycle negatively impacted their performances [4]. However, each
study independently analyzed physical and psychological indicators without combining
them. Furthermore, previous studies analyzed the menstrual cycles through hormone
peaks to determine the different phases without considering weekly indicators’ fluctuation.
Therefore, the present study aimed to combine physical and psychological markers through
weekly monitoring to understand if the menstrual cycle can explain athletic performance
fluctuations. Ten elite academy women soccer (age = 18.1 ± 0.4 years) players were mon-
itored for 9 weeks. Players had to report through an online anonymous survey the start
and end of their menstrual cycle to determine precisely their different phases. Players were
tested twice weekly (on match day + 1 and match day − 2) on the Illinois Agility Test (IAT).
Moreover, they answered the Hooper questionnaire (Sleep, Stress, Fatigue, DOMS, Hooper
Index) to get an insight into their subjective fitness level. Each player’s menstrual cycle was
divided into week 1 and week 2 for FP and week 1 and week 2 of LP. Therefore, two-way re-
peated measures ANOVAs were performed to evaluate the impact of the different weeks in
each phase on physical and psychological factors. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05.
ANOVAs results for psychological factors did not demonstrate any significant difference
with Sleep (p = 0.570), Stress (p = 0.437), DOMS (p = 0.060), Fatigue (p = 0.568), and Hooper
Index (p = 0.403). Moreover, physical factors, as witnessed by IAT performances, did not
demonstrate any significant difference either (p = 0.633). Our study failed to demonstrate
any link between hormonal fluctuations and physical and psychological factors during
weekly menstrual cycle monitoring. As previously suggested, FP and LP did not seem
to impact physical factors, as IAT results witnessed [3]. However, unlike the previous,
abovementioned study, hormonal fluctuations did not impact psychological markers, as
highlighted by the Hooper questionnaire. Therefore, further studies with a larger sam-
ple size and different physical and psychological tests are required to explain how the
menstrual cycles might impact performance in elite academy women soccer players.
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Female participation in soccer has grown in popularity in recent years, with over
29 million players worldwide [1,2]. Speed, maximal aerobic velocity, and leg strength seem
to be crucial aspects in the performance of elite women soccer players [3,4]. However,
information about the influence of different practice levels on physical characteristics of
female soccer players is lacking. Therefore, we assessed muscular strength, anaerobic
power, and maximal aerobic running velocity of elite and amateur female French soccer
players to clarify which parameters distinguish the top players from the less successful
players. We tested 35 females soccer players from the French first division (elite), and
amateurs division and determined body mass, height, squat jump (SJ), countermovement
jump (CMJ), countermovement jump with arm swing (CMJ A), drop jump (DJ), and calf
reactivity jump test. Six repetitions maximum (RM) squat, six RM hip thrust, 5 m sprint,
10 m sprint, 15 m sprint, and maximal aerobic velocity (45s–15s intermittent running field
test (VMAi)) were also measured. Unpaired Student’s t tests were used to assess differences
between professional and amateur young players. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05.
Players from a professional team were older, taller (p < 0.05), and had greater muscle mass
than the young amateur players (p < 0.05). Professional players were faster in 5 m sprint,
10 m sprint, and 15 m sprint (p < 0.05) and had a higher maximal aerobic velocity (p < 0.05).
Countermovement jump, countermovement jump with arm swing, calf reactivity jump
test, and 6 RM squat were not different between professional, and amateur players, while
squat jump, drop jump, and 6 RM hip thrust were significantly lower in amateur players
and higher in the elite group (p < 0.05). Although performance in soccer is not determined
only by measurable variables, professional players differ from amateurs in terms of rate
of force development, plyometric capacity, hip extensors muscle strength, short-distance
sprinting speed and maximal aerobic velocity. Coaches should emphasize the development
of speed, maximal aerobic velocity, and leg strength using concentric and eccentric work in
developing female soccer players.
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Sprinting is one of the most important skills associated with sports performance [1].
One of the resisted sprint methods associated with the development of this skill is re-
sisted sled training (RST), which appears to be effective for the development of sprinting,
especially for the acceleration phase [2]. However, these adaptations may depend on
variables such as intensity, volume, and duration of the program [2]. The main objective
of this review was to analyze the current state of the literature on RST and its effects on
sprint performance in both the acceleration and maximal velocity phases. On the other
hand, an attempt has been made to determine which RST load characteristics produce
the greatest improvements in sprint performance. A literature search was performed in
the major databases (PubMed, SPORT Discus and Web of Science) to identify all articles
published up to 18 May 2022, that relate RST training to sprint performance. A total of
505 articles were found. After applying the inclusion criteria, a total of 21 articles were
finally included in this meta-analysis. Considering that the standardized mean difference
(SMD) was used as an outcome measurement, significant improvements were observed be-
tween baseline and post-training in full sprint performance (SMD =−0.36) and acceleration
phase (SMD = −0.49). However, these improvements were not observed in the maximum
velocity phase (SMD = −0.19). No significant improvements were found when comparing
the results of the RST and control groups in any of the phases analyzed. In terms of loading
conditions, similar significant improvements were observed when using loads of <20%BM
(SMD = −0.46) and ≥20% BM (SMD = −0.51) in the acceleration phase and full sprint
(SMD = −0.36). In addition, greater adaptations were observed when using high volumes
in the acceleration phase (SMD = −0.65) and full sprint (SMD = −0.49). In relation to the
sex of participants, greater results were found in male’s groups in the acceleration phase
(SMD = −0.54). Based on these results, it appears that RST produces greater improvements
in sprinting in male athletes, especially in the acceleration phase. Both high (≥20%BM) and
low (<20%BM) sled loads produce similar improvements in sprint performance. Finally,
high volumes (>2.680 m) were shown to be more effective for sprint improvement.
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2.19. Pre-Competitive Period: Tapering Technique for Performance Optimization a Literature Review
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This study aimed to demonstrate one of the various formats of techniques used by
professionals in the physical preparation of athletes in the pre-competition phase. At the
end of a long training journey, athletes prepare for a target competition, where coaches
seek the best way to make them increase their physical performance to improve technical
movements. In the final weeks of training, coaches use specific strategies with the goal
that athletes achieve the best physical and technical results in the sport for which they
compete. There are many strategies and protocols that can be used successfully in this
phase of training [1]. The purpose of this review was to present current evidence on
the use of tapering, monitoring, and key exercise methods [2]. Tapering is a strategy
used by coaches on their athletes to optimize performance in maintenance and adaptation
induced by training by reducing variables such as volume, to ultimately develop the
physiological demands in the pre-competitive period. Using “optimal power load” models
and monitoring through devices, it is possible to determine loads and exercises of training
sessions for better neuromuscular adaptive inductions [3]. The ideal load is determined
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through the speed of movement that the athlete performs in the exercise, and the use of
this tool aims to increase the power of a given exercise. Through the movements of the
vertical jump, half squat, and squat jump, it is possible to determine and measure the speed
and power generated by the athlete, making it possible to verify how fast he/she is and
if there was any increase or decrease in his/her performance in order to manipulate and
then adjust the training loads. In certain exercises, such as the squat jump, individuals
who show greater force production by moving the bar with more speed tend to develop
greater force production capacity when they are in their technical training routine [3].
Using the monitoring and tapering devices for athletes in the pre-competitive period, the
chances of increased performance are low to moderate, which can define the final result in
a competition.
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To reach a superior performance in a complex sport such as football, a series of phys-
ical abilities are required such as aerobic endurance, sprinting speed, and strength [1].
That complexity is related to the unpredictable environment of the game such as players’
interactions, tactical and technical influences, and climate conditions, among others. Neu-
romuscular strength is one of the most important physical abilities for professional soccer
players and several training methods have been implemented to improve this capacity
during distinct phases of the season [2,3]. More recently, the optimum power load (OPL)
has been used as a practical and effective alternative from the traditional strength methods
to improve speed and power performance in elite soccer players [1,3]. This method consists
of moving a moderate load with a maximum speed, which could be of great advantage
against the more “traditional” methods, due to its simplicity and ease to implement in
practical scenarios [2,3]. The aim of this study was to investigate the neuromuscular
variations of professional football players submitted to 3 months of training compris-
ing high volumes of soccer-specific sessions (six sessions per week) and strength/power
training based on the OPL, performed once in a week. Thirty professional soccer players
(body mass = 68.36 ± 9.31 kg; height = 165.11 ± 4.75 cm; age = 22.80 ± 2.01 years) from
a “B league” in Brazil were involved in this study. The countermovement jump (CMJ)
was assessed in three different occasions: pre-season (T1), pre-competitive (T2) and in
the competitive phase (T3), with an interval of 45 days between the tests. An ANOVA
with repeated measures was used to compare the CMJ in the three different assessments,
and the level of significance was set as p < 0.05. The jump height was higher in the pre-
competitive period and in the competitive period when compared to a pre-season period,
and in the competitive period the CMJ performance was maintained when compared to the
pre-competitive (T1: 36.65 ± 4.08 cm; T2: 42.89 ± 4.91; T3: 41.72 ± 4.00 cm; p < 0.05). Our
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study shows that a training strategy based on the OPL can be a practical and safe method
to improve the vertical jumping ability in periods of high soccer-specific training volumes.
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The control of body mass is an aspect of fundamental importance for Taekwondo. In
addition, a common practice in this modality is weight loss in order to gain a competitive ad-
vantage [1]. However, this practice can compromise health and performance [2]. Regarding
performance, muscular power of the lower limbs is a determining component for scoring
points during the fight, and if compromised by the practice of weight loss, it can generate a
loss in performance during the competition [3]. Muscle power can be indirectly and easily
measured on the day of the fight by countermovement jump (CMJ). Therefore, it seems to
be important to verify if weight loss affects muscular power performance of taekwondo
athletes in a competition [3]. So, the aim of the present study was to verify whether weight
loss affects the neuromuscular performance on the competition day of taekwondo athletes.
Ten Taekwondo athletes (x = 17.4 ± 3.29) participated in the study, in which the height of
the CMJ was evaluated using a contact mat and body mass assessed using a digital scale at
three different times: before the competition (day 1), on the day of the official weighing
(day 2) and on the day of the competition (day 3). Data analysis was performed using
one-way ANOVA, Effect Size (eta-square) and Bonferroni’s Post Hoc. The results showed
that there was a significant difference in CMJ F(11.64; df = 2.18; p < 0.01; η2 = 0.56), and
in body mass between the three moments F(10.44; df = 2.18; p < 0.01; η2 = 0.53). Post hoc
indicated that the height of the CMJ decreased at the moment of competition and weighing
when compared to the moment before the competition (p < 0.01). Body mass increased at
the moment of competition compared to the moment before the competition (p < 0.01) and
reduced at the moment of weighing when compared to the moment before the competition
(p < 0.01). The results indicate that on the day of the competition, the athletes showed
worsening muscle power when compared to the moment before the competition. It is also
noteworthy that several factors may have affected performance, such as weight loss, travel,
and sleep quality, among others [1,4]. In conclusion, muscle power on competition day was
affected by weight loss, but other factors may contribute to this result.
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Athlete tracking is considered paramount nowadays, and most methods involve
global- or local-positioning systems where some limitations are present—such as a high
cost, device wearing rules or ability to function in enclosed facilities [1]. Optical tracking
overcomes these issues, being equally valid and reliable but implying time consuming
approaches with manual intervention [2]. To handle limitations of conventional optical
tracking and potentialize this method, we propose a novel method using pose estimation
algorithms. This process involves three components that require attention: pose estimation
(key-point detection), assembly (grouping key-points to distinct athletes) and tracking
along a video. Thus, this study aimed to examine the viability of a deep learning algorithm
for pose estimation and tracking of basketball athletes during an official match. We used the
DeepLabCut—a tool combining pre-trained deep neural networks and customized feature
detection to track key-points in videos [3]. First, we trained a model using 50 frames from
a video of an official match of basketball. On these frames, we labeled three key-points of
each athlete: left foot, right foot, and sternum. We trained the model for 200,000 iterations.
The trained model was tested on a video with 10,366 frames (30 Hz) of the same official
match used to train the model. To evaluate pose estimation, we calculated the root mean
square error (RMSE) of labeled and estimated key-points (in pixels) in the testing dataset.
Quality of assemblies was assessed by the percentage of manual and automatic tracking
achieved for each player in a sample of 5000 frames. To potentially improve our model,
50 outlier frames (with low-confidence estimations) were extracted, relabeled correctly, and
the model was retrained. This process was repeated until 200 frames were labeled. Overall
RMSE of the testing dataset was 5.40, 4.87, 4.96, and 4.47 pixels using a model with, 50, 100,
150, and 200 labeled frames, respectively. Automatic tracking was successfully achieved in
80.8% (min.: 71.5%; max.: 84.4%), 80.2% (min.: 69.7%; max.: 86.1%), 81.6% (min.: 72.8%;
max.: 88.9%), and 83.1% (min.: 73.1%; max.: 91.1%) of the analyzed frames using a model
with, 50, 100, 150, and 200 labeled frames, respectively. Pose estimation and assembly using
the DeepLabCut presented promising results that could represent a viable and low-cost
tool to successfully track athletes during training or competition.
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The strength deficit (SDef) is an important indicator of athletic performance [1,2], and
it was previously reported to be able to discriminate between fast and slow athletes [1].
For example, SDef was lower when sprinters were compared to elite rugby players [1] and
amateur rugby backs also demonstrated a lower SDef versus forwards [2]. Nonetheless,
more information is needed with regard to SDef differences and associations to some
selected measures of performance in highly trained female volleyball athletes. Therefore,
this study aimed to (i) compare the differences in SDef between female volleyball players
of different performance levels (elite vs. sub-elite); and (ii) investigate the relationships
between SDef and various performance variables. Twenty-six elite female volleyball players
representing a top club in Argentina were divided into two groups according to their
competitive level (elite [n = 13; age, 21.77± 4.13 years; height, 176.84 ± 7.63 cm; body mass,
74.25 ± 9.97 kg] and sub-elite [n = 13; age, 19.08 ± 2.02 years; height, 173.15 ± 4.74 cm;
body mass, 68.78± 5.05 kg]). Participants completed the following tests: countermovement
jump (CMJ), repeated jumps (RJT 10/5), loaded CMJ (load needed to attain a 20-cm
height [CMJ20]) and an incremental loading test in the Squat exercise to determine the
1 repetition maximum (1-RM SQ, absolute and relative to body mass [BM]), SDef (from
40% to 90% 1RM) and other force-derived variables (i.e., maximum SQ mean propulsive
power (MPP), MPP load, Peak Force). An independent Student’s t-test was used to examine
differences between elite and sub-elite across all variables. Pearson’s correlation coefficient
was used to evaluate the relationships between SDef and the selected performance variables.
No significant differences were observed between groups for any of the selected measures
including SDef (p > 0.05, ES = trivial to moderate). In addition, significant associations were
found between MPP relative to BM and SDef at 80% and 90% 1-RM (r = −0.423 to −0.408).
Furthermore, CMJ was significantly related to 1-RM SQ (r = 0.481), MPP load (r = 0.449),
MPP relative (r = 0.619) and CMJ20 (r = 0.779). In female volleyball players, SDef is not
capable of discriminating between competitive levels. However, optimum power loads
may be a suitable option to reduce SDef values at high loads (80% and 90%). Additionally,
training programs should focus on targeting the optimal power zone in the squat in order
to improve jumping ability.
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This study examined the effects of the inclusion of resistance training (RT) in military
physical training (MPT) on maximal strength (MS) and muscle damage markers (MDM).
Twenty-six healthy young adults, Brazilian Army military personnel, were randomized into
three groups, as follows: G1 (started with light-load and then progressed to heavy-load), G2
(started with heavy-load and then progressed to light-load) and CON (performed traditional
military physical training, namely running and calisthenics). Each group performed RT three
times per week for 8 weeks with a similar training volume. Training intensity was defined
according to the load that maximized power output (i.e., optimum power load; OPL) (i.e., light-
load = OPL× 0.8; heavy-load = OPL × 1.2) [1]. They were evaluated in MS and MDM in three
different moments: PRE, INT, and POST. MS increase similarly within the groups (G1: PRE-
130.63 ± 23.59 Kg, INT-150.50 ± 26.52 Kg, POST-168.75 ± 30.44 Kg, p = 0.046; p < 0.001; G2:
PRE-109.75 ± 12.89 Kg, INT-125.63 ± 18.41 Kg, POST-135.63 ± 20.60 Kg; p = 0.018; p < 0.001).
No significant gains were found in MS in CON (p = 0.558). There were no increases in
MDM in all groups in any time-point (G1: LDH p = 0.657; TGO p = 0.358; TGP p = 0.150;
G2: LDH p = 0.135; TGO p = 0.197; TGP p = 0.140; CON:LDH p = 0.273; TGO p = 0.073;
TGP p = 0.358). In conclusion, 8 weeks of RT with different combinations of OPL training
(below/above the OPL) included in MPT produced significant gains in maximal strength,
without accumulating muscle damage throughout training in military young adults.
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The use of small-sided games (SSGs) seems to be an effective practice for optimizing
technical skills, tactical behaviors, and, consequently, physical fitness in soccer training
[1]. A previous umbrella review showed that pitch size and scoring methods influence
the external load parameters during SSGs [2]. However, the mechanical load obtained
by new metrics of inertial movement analyses (e.g., Football Movement Profile—FMP,
Catapult Sports metric based on linear acceleration and angular velocity data) was scarcely
investigated in previous studies. Therefore, this study aimed to investigate the effects of
pitch size and scoring methods on mechanical load in Brazilian professional soccer players
(n = 7, (23.1 ± 4.0 y). The SSGs conditions were 4 vs. 4 (possession game, PosG; progression
game, PG scoring in endzones) and GK + 4 vs. 4 + GK (regular game; RG). The three types
were performed in small (SSG_S: 32 × 22 m; area per player = 58.6 m2) and large pitch
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size (SSG_L: 45 × 35 m; area per player = 131.2 m2). All the conditions had 3 × 4 min;
3 min passive rest, giving a total of nine SSG bouts. The mechanical load parameters were
collected using inertial movement sensors (Catapult Vector S7). The ANOVA two-way
(p < 0.05) was used to compare the mechanical load parameters according to the SSGs
constraints (pitch size and scoring methods). In small pitch, FMP in medium dynamic
duration (%) presented greater values in ball possession games than progression without
GK (p = 0.001; ES = 2.86, very large) and progression with GK (p = 0.004; ES = 2.60, very
large). In addition, ball possession configuration showed high values of FMP medium
running when compared to progression without GK in large pitch (p = 0.04; ES = 1.90,
very large). Players showed lower FMP medium dynamic in large than small pitch in ball
possession configuration (p < 0.005; ES = 2.12, very large). Moreover, there were differences
between ball possession and progression with GK configurations in player load, number of
repeated high-intensity efforts (RHIE) and FMP medium running duration (p < 0.001–0.005;
ES = 1.05–2.26, very large). In general, the possession game in larger pitch size was the
most intense in mechanical load. Therefore, coaches and practitioners can implement
these task constraints to increase the mechanical load in professional soccer players during
SSGs session training. The micro-technology metrics driven by inertial movement sensors
represent an important tool for coaches’ daily training prescription.
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Coach replacement can influence the external load of soccer match-play [1]. However,
match analysis of running performance according to different phases of the match (e.g.,
organization offensive/defensive; transition offensive/defensive) would provide a more
holistic approach to understanding running performance [2]. Therefore, this study aimed
to investigate the effects of a change of head coach on running performance according to
different phases of match-play in Brazilian professional soccer players (n = 24; 26.2 ± 5.6 y).
The players who participated ≥ 60 min of the match time were considered as inclusion
criteria. A timeline of the match’s duration was generated by SBG Sports Software to
define ball possession, no-ball possession, organization offensive/defensive, and transition
offensive/defensive. The distance- and accelerometry-based measures were recorded
during 14 matches using a global position system (Catapult Vector S7): (i) total distance
covered relative per minute (TDrel; m/min); (ii) total distance covered in moderate-speed
running relative per minute (MSRrel: 14.3–19.7 km·h−1; m/min); (iii) total distance covered
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in high-speed running relative per minute (HSRrel: 19.8–25.1 km·h−1; m/min); (iv) total
distance in sprint running relative per minute (SRrel: ≥25.2 km·h−1; m/min); (v) relative
distance covered in high-acceleration per minute played (ACCrel: >2 m·s2; m/min); (vi)
relative distance covered in high-deceleration per minute played (DECrel < −2 m·s2;
m/min); (vii) Player Load relative per minute (PLrel; a.u./min). Head coach was considered
coach #1 (n = 6 matches; mean idea based on the indirect style of play) and coach #2 (n = 8
matches; mean idea based on the direct style of play). Separate linear mixed models
were performed to compare (fixed effects) change coach, with “player ID” included as
a random effect. A significance level of p < 0.05 was adopted. Coach #1 presented greater
values of TDrel, MSRrel, HSRrel, SRrel, ACCrel, DECrel and, PLrel compared to coach #2
during no-ball possession phase (t = 2.247–5.824, p < 0.001–0.041, ES = large-very large).
In defensive transition phase, coach #1 showed higher TDrel, MSRrel, HSRrel, ACCrel
and, PLrel (t = 2.626–4.412, p < 0.001–0.013, ES = 0.25–0.66, small-large) than coach #2.
In defensive organization, coach #1 revealed greater TDrel compared to head coach #2
(t = 2.683, p = 0.021, ES = 0.62, large). Overall, the indirect style of play (coach #1) presented
higher running demands in organization/transition defensive phases than the direct style
of play (coach #2). Coaches and practitioners can design more specific physical training to
better prepare players for different phases of match-play.
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Resisted sprint training (RST) with sled towing has been commonly used by practi-
tioners in soccer and other team sports, which has led to an increased number of studies
on this topic [1,2]. Nevertheless, there are important controversies regarding the optimal
magnitude of the sled loads to use during sled training programs [1,3,4]. The present study
examined and compared the effects of two 8-week RST interventions using different sled
loads on the neuromuscular performance of soccer players. Twenty-one elite soccer players
(age 25.9 ± 5.4 y) completed the study. Athletes were randomly allocated to two groups
who trained under distinct magnitudes of velocity loss (VL) and, hence, loading conditions:
(1) “moderate-load group”-sled loads that induced 15% VL relative to unloaded sprints
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MLG, n = 11); and (2) “heavy-load group”—sled loads that induced 40% VL relative to
unloaded sprints (HLG, n = 10). Linear sprint (10 m), change of direction (COD) speed,
curve sprint (CS), resisted sprint (at 15% and 40% VL), vertical jump, hamstring eccentric
strength, and intermittent cardiorespiratory fitness (Yo-Yo IR1) tests were conducted pre-
and post-training. A two-way repeated measures analysis of variance revealed a time effect
for decreases in 10 m sprint, COD speed, and CS times (p = 0.003, p = 0.05, p = 0.004, respec-
tively). Furthermore, both 15% VL and 40% VL resisted sprint times decreased significantly
at post-training (p = 0.036 and p = 0.019, respectively). Moreover, there was a time effect
for increases in intermittent cardiorespiratory fitness (p = 0.002). Lastly, soccer players
presented significant decreases in hamstring eccentric strength after the 8-week period
(p = 0.017). The remaining variables did not change significantly (p > 0.05). Importantly,
there was no time vs. group interaction for any outcome (p > 0.05). In conclusion, both
moderate (15% VL) or heavy sled loads (40% VL) improved 10 m sprint, CS, and COD
speed performances after 8 weeks of RST in elite soccer players.
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Advancing age directly impairs bone functions, promoting an imbalance between
remodeling and absorption. In the elderly, this process can result in an increased risk of falls
and bone fractures. Calcium and vitamin D supplementation, generally in a co-ingestion
model, has been one of the most used interventions to mitigate the risk of falls and fractures
[1]. Substances have a direct role in bone physiology and can be implemented in a practical
and inexpensive way. However, there is still no academic consensus on the real effectiveness
of this type of supplementation in the risk of fractures and falls [2]. The main objective of
this systematic review was to verify the effect of vitamin D or vitamin D in combination
with calcium on falls and fractures in the elderly. A systematic review was performed
following the PRISMA protocol, using the following databases: PubMed, Web of Sciences,
CENTRAL and Scopus. Randomized controlled trials in older adults (65 years and older;
postmenopausal women were considered due to bone risk similar to older adults) with
intervention of vitamin D or vitamin D plus calcium (no other substances) and placebo,
with no intervention or control group of calcium included. The risk of bias was assessed by
RoB 2.0. The hazard ratio (RR) was calculated in each intervention group to summarize
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the results into a single effect measure using the Mantel–Haenszel method for the fixed
effects model and the DerSimonian and Laird method for the random effects model. The
database search returned 4180 studies, of which 28 met all eligibility criteria and were
included in the final analysis. Of the 28 studies, 27 were blindly controlled. Sample sizes
analyzed ranged from 64 to 5292 participants and intervention/follow-up intervals ranged
from 4 to 208 weeks. The results showed that supplementation with vitamin D alone or
vitamin D plus calcium has distinct effects on fractures and falls. The presence/absence
of corresponding blood calcium levels can largely influence the results of the vitamin D
intervention. Compared to placebo or no treatment, vitamin D itself showed no protective
effect on fractures or falls. However, compared to placebo or no treatment, vitamin D
plus calcium demonstrated a protective effect on total, non-vertebral and hip fractures.
In conclusion, this meta-analysis showed that supplementing older adults with vitamin
D had no protective effect. However, co-intervention with vitamin D plus calcium plays
a protective role in fractures and possibly falls in the elderly.
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The ability to maximize neuromuscular performance is essential to execute high-
intensity explosive actions [1]. Thus, methodologies such as complex-contrast (CT) (i.e.,
combination of biomechanically similar high-load, low-velocity and low-load, high-velocity
exercises) have been proposed to improve athletic capabilities [2] and are commonly used
by strength and conditioning practitioners. Notably, when putting CT into practice, coaches
find that the long recovery periods typically employed may hinder its application in
real-world settings [3]. Therefore, developing CT time-efficient programming strategies is
crucial. The aim of this study was to analyze the acute effects of including different exercises
during the intra-contrast rest interval (ICRI) of a CT session on subsequent performance
of explosive movements. Nineteen resistance-trained males (age 25.35 ± 3.07 years, body
mass 78.15 ± 8.29 kg; height 174.95 ± 6.64 cm) completed, in consecutive weeks in ran-
domized order, three different CT protocols. Programs consisted of three sets of a contrast
pair combining three repetitions of the half-squat at 0.6 m/s with five vertical jumps and
only differed on the activities performed during the 2 min 30 s ICRI. (1) passive recovery
(CCTPASS); (2) a mobility drill of the non-involved limbs (CCTMOB); and (3) a high-intensity
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strength exercise of the upper body (i.e., bench press) (CCTSTR). Countermovement jump
(CMJ) and bench press throw (BPT) were evaluated at baseline and after each set during
the workout. Rate of perceived exertion was recorded post-session. Data were analyzed
using a Linear mixed model fit test. Significant differences (p < 0.05) were found for most
CMJ and BPT variables among protocols, with CCTSTR displaying greater decreases in
performance than CCTPASS and CCTMOB. Additionally, CCTSTR was perceived as more
intense than both CCTPASS and CCTMOB (p < 0.001). When analyzing each set and repetition
separately, results identified that most performance metrics (i.e., CMJ height, peak power or
modified reactive strength index and BPT peak velocity) significantly decreased (p < 0.05)
in the last 2–3 repetitions of each set. From a practical perspective, reducing the number of
repetitions per set and increasing the number of sets may be a good programming strategy
to minimize performance decreases during a single CT session. Passive ICRIs seem to be
more suitable when the aim is to maximize power production and minimize fatigue during
the workout. However, in time-limited contexts, including a mobility exercise in the ICRI
appears to be a good alternative as CCTMOB displayed smaller declines in CMJ and BPT
performance and was perceived as less intense than the CCTSTR.
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Exercise physiologists have widely used the time-to-exhaustion (TTE) test to assess
individuals’ tolerance for specific exercise intensities, with applications for high-intensity
interval training prescription [1]. To evaluate the benefits of training interventions, a test
needs to be reliable so as to detect changes due to training rather than inter-individual
differences or measurement errors [2]. To our knowledge, no study has investigated the
reliability of TTE during constant-load trials in mountain bike (MTB) athletes. In the MTB
cross-country circuit races, ~30% of the race time is spent above Wmax [3], which highlights
the importance of performing numerous efforts above Wmax during the MTB race [4]. In
this sense, investigating the reliability of TTE tests at high intensities would be relevant for
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this modality. Thus, the aim of the present study was to analyze the reliability of the TTE
test at intensities above maximum oxygen uptake (VO2max) in trained mountain bike cross-
country riders. Fifteen male cross-country MTB riders (mean ± SD: age 31.5 ± 6.6 years,
stature 174.0 ± 5.4 cm, body mass 67.2 ± 5.1 kg, VO2max 64.5 ± 4.7 mL·kg−1·min−1)
completed two TTE tests on the cycle ergometer with four different intensities above
the maximal work rate in the incremental test (Wmax) (105%, 120%, 130%, and 140% of
Wmax). There was a moderate reliability between TTE tests at 105% (intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC) = 0.81, p ≤ 0.001; coefficient of variation (CV) = 9.1%; standard error of
measurement (SEM) = 18.3%), and 120% (ICC = 0.88, p ≤ 0.001; CV = 6.6%; SEM = 9.3%)
Wmax. For intensities of 130% (ICC = 0.53, p = 0.018; CV = 9.2%; SEM = 15.8%) and 140%
(ICC = 0.56, p = 0.012; CV = 12.2%; SEM = 13.5%) Wmax, the reliability results proved to
be questionable. In addition, no significant differences were found between the two TTE
tests in all intensities (p > 0.05). In conclusion, caution should be taken when assessing
TTE above VO2max or when using it as a performance indicator given its moderate to
low reliability.
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Sprinting is the most frequent action preceding goal situations in soccer [1]. In elite
soccer, sprints are usually performed over short distances (i.e., <10 m), up to 60 times per
match, and this varies according to playing position and competitive level [2,3]. Importantly,
~85% of these intense efforts may be classified as “curve sprints” (CS), which highlights
the key role played by CS ability in soccer performance [3,4]. Therefore, the proper and
progressive development of CS ability is essential for preparing the modern soccer player.
A first step in this direction is to examine how this complex physical skill evolves across
different age categories. A previous study on male soccer players revealed that under-20
players perform better than under-15 and under-17 players only on the “good side” (i.e.,
faster CS side), but not on the “weak side” (i.e., slower CS side) [4]. Nonetheless, to date,
no study has investigated this phenomenon in female soccer players, especially up to
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the senior level. The current research project analyzed the evolution of linear and CS
performances across different age categories in female soccer. Sixty-one female players
from three different age categories (under-17, n = 21; under-20, n = 18; and senior, n = 22)
participated. Players were assessed at the beginning of the pre-season and performed the
following tests: linear sprint velocity with split times in 10 and 17 m, and the standardized
and reliable 17 m CS test [3,4]. An ANOVA one-way was used to test the differences
between age categories. The level of significance was set at p < 0.05. Senior players
showed superior performances in all speed-related measurements (i.e., 10 and 17 m linear
sprint velocity, and CS good and weak sides) compared to under-17 and under-20 players
(p < 0.001 and < 0.004, respectively). No significant differences were detected in any of the
tested variables when comparing under-17 and under-20 age categories (p ranging from
0.456 to 0.839). In conclusion, senior female soccer players were able to sprint faster than
their younger peers, both in linear and curvilinear trajectories. In contrast, linear sprint and
CS performances remained unchanged from under-17 to under-20 age categories, which
can be interpreted as a negative outcome. Coaches working with young female soccer
players are encouraged to reexamine and optimize their speed training strategies, especially
during the later stages of players’ specialization (i.e., from 17 to 20 years old).
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Sprint performance relies on a range of mechanical and technical factors. It is known,
for example, that elite sprinters can orientate the force vector in the horizontal direction
more effectively during the acceleration phase of sprinting [1]. Furthermore, at top speed,
faster runners usually take longer strides than slower runners by applying greater forces
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in the vertical direction, which, in turn, increases the vertical velocity, flight time, and
distance traveled between successive steps [2]. Mechanical outputs collected from different
vertical and horizontal jump measurements are widely used to evaluate an athlete’s ability
to produce and apply force in multiple directions and under different conditions [3]. We
examined and compared the jump performance of sprinters (faster runners) and rugby
players (slower runners) through the analysis of multiple mechanical parameters collected
over a series of vertical and horizontal jump tests. Seven elite sprinters and seven rugby
players from the Brazilian National Team participated in this research project. After
a standardized warm-up (e.g., running at a moderate pace for 10 min, lower limb dynamic
stretching, and submaximal attempts of each jump), athletes performed three repetitions
of squat, countermovement, and standing long jumps (SJ, CMJ, LJ) on a porTable 3D
force plate (Kistler 9260AA3; Kistler Instrument Corp, Winterthur, Switzerland), with
their hands on their hips. Between-group differences in vertical–horizontal jump metrics
were analyzed using an independent t-test. The statistical significance level was set at
p < 0.05. Regarding vertical jump tests, sprinters exhibited higher SJ and CMJ height
(+39% and +43%, respectively) and vertical take-off velocity (+18% and +20%, respectively),
and greater relative vertical force production (+15% and +13%, respectively) than rugby
players (p < 0.05). Regarding the horizontal jump test, higher horizontal take-off velocity
(+19%) and greater relative horizontal force production (+36%) were observed for sprinters
compared to rugby players (p < 0.05). In general, as expected, sprinters were able to
achieve higher take-off velocities (hence, jump heights) and apply greater amounts of force
onto the ground during both vertical and horizontal jump attempts. Nevertheless, the
difference in force output was more pronounced in the horizontal direction (+36%) than
in the vertical direction (~14%), which may support previous findings [1,4] and explain
the higher rates of acceleration regularly exhibited by these highly specialized athletes.
Coaches and practitioners from different sports should emphasize the development of
horizontal force production to improve the acceleration capability (and consequently, the
top-speed performance) of their athletes.
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Blood pH maintenance is critical to avoid fatigue during exercise and physiologically
support endurance performance [1]. However, this topic is still underexploited within
the Paralympic context. This study aimed to compare the resting acid-base profile of
Paralympic athletes from different sports. Twenty world-class Paralympic athletes of
three different sports participated in this study: athletic sprinters (SPRa, n = 5, three
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male T36, T37 and T63, and two females T11 and T20); endurance runners (END, n = 9,
eight males, one T47 and seven T20) and swimming sprinters (SPRsw, two males S8
and S11, and three females, two S12 and an S14). All of them reached finals in major
international competitions (five were medalists in individual or relay events in Tokyo
2020 Paralympic Games). Resting blood samples were collected during the competitive
period using a capillary puncture from the fingertip using disposable lancets (Accu-Chek
SoftClix®, Roche®) and a heparinized syringe. Plasma pH, carbonic dioxide partial pressure
(pCO2), and hemoglobin (Hb) were immediately analyzed on the epoc® Blood Analysis
System (Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics Inc., Erlangen, Germany). The bicarbonate ion
plasma concentration (HCO3

−) was calculated by deriving pCO2 through the Handerson–
Hasselbach equation, whereas base excess (BE) was calculated from Hb, HCO3−, and pH
values by the Van Skyle equation [2]. One way ANOVA revealed no differences (p < 0.05)
in blood pH (SPRa: 7.49 ± 0.02; END: 7.48 ± 0.09, SPRsw: 7.48 ± 0.19), HCO3− (SPRa:
20.6 ± 0.65; END: 22.0 ± 0.56; SPRsw: 19.8 ± 0.62 mmol·L−1); pCO2 (SPRa: 27.0 ± 3.28;
END: 29.7± 0.96; SPRsw: 27.6 ± 3.81 mmHg) or BE (SPRa: −2.62± 5.2; END:−1.51 ± 5.3;
SPRsw: −3.62 ± 0.70 mmol·L−1). These data indicate that specific training stimuli used
within Paralympic athletes’ routines of different sports may not induce different adaptations
in resting blood acid-base profile. Considering that the sports classification can embed more
variability into different sports’ training routines, a more individualized dose–response
analysis of the resting blood acid-base profile may be an alternative to monitor possible
training-induced adaptations within the Paralympic context.
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Childhood and adolescent obesity is a major public health issue with increasing
levels being observed in recent decades worldwide [1] and in Spain [2]. Several factors,
including physical inactivity and the high prevalence of unhealthy lifestyle behaviors, have
been identified as main contributors to this epidemic [3]. Among the latter, an elevated
amount of screen time has been suggested as an important aspect to be considered [4].
Therefore, investigating the prevalence of this behavior, particularly in Spain, and its
association with physical activity levels and obesity rates is important to allow effective
strategies to be determined to help address this problem. The aim of the present study
was to review and update the scientific literature to examine the extent to which screen
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time may influence levels of physical activity and overweight and obesity in Spanish
children and adolescents. A computerized bibliographic search was carried out in the
PubMed, Web of Science and Scopus online databases, compiling research published
from 2011 to September 2022. For studies to be included, the following criteria had to
be met: (1) publication language had to be English or Spanish; (2) cross-sectional and/or
longitudinal design without intervention had to be followed; (3) participants had to be
Spanish children and/or adolescents (5–19 years old); (4) screen time (hours in front of the
computer, television, mobile phones, tablets, video games, etc.) had to be a study outcome;
and (5) physical activity levels and/or obesity-related body composition variables had to
be reported. After the screening process, a total of 42 manuscripts were included and the
Joanna Briggs Institute critical appraisal tool was used to assess the risk of bias. The main
findings indicated that screen time has increased in recent years among Spanish youth,
that adolescents seem to spend more hours using screens and that this group appears to
be less physically active than children. Moreover, an inverse relationship between screen
time and the level of physical activity was evident in most studies, irrespective of the age
group. Likewise, an association was observed between the number of screen hours and the
body mass index and/or fat mass percentage in children and adolescents. The results of
this systematic review suggest that, to improve the health status and body composition
parameters of the Spanish youth, multifactorial strategies aimed at reducing the time
spent in front of screen devices and increasing the levels of physical activity are of utmost
importance.
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Infrared thermography is a valid tool for measuring and quantifying the metabolic
response of the muscular system in sports [1]. The intensity of infrared radiation emitted
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by body surfaces is converted into a temperature (Ta) pattern [2]. The purpose of this
study was to evaluate how ambient Ta (17◦ vs. 28 ◦C) affects the skin surface Ta of the
quadriceps (Q) and hamstrings (H) using a Flir thermographic camera and the kinetics
of lactate (La¯) (Lactate Pro) before, during and after a rectangular test in international
race walkers. The rectangular test had the following configuration: 15 sets of 2 min at
high intensity (14.5 km/h = 90–95% of VO2PEAK) interspersed with 2:30 min of recovery at
moderate intensity (11.5 km = 70–75% of VO2PEAK) between sets. The Ta of the Q and H
was measured at rest, and after the 5th, 10th and 15th race walking set using an infrared
thermographic camera at ambient Ta of 17 and 28 ◦C. In addition, lactate was measured
with capillary blood (finger) at the same time points when Ta was taken. Friedman’s
test was used to evaluate the group x time interaction and Pearson’s test for correlations.
Friedman’s test detected a group x time interaction when comparing the evolution of
skin Ta on the skin surface of Q and H between 17◦ vs. 28 ◦C (p = 0.020 and p = 0.015,
respectively) during a rectangular test. Furthermore, there was a group x time interaction
(Friedman test) in La¯ during the rectangular test when comparing the two ambient Ta

(17◦ vs. 28 ◦C; p = 0.006). We observed a positive correlation in skin surface Ta changes
between 17◦ and 28 ◦C from pre- to post-intervention and between Q and H (r = 0.956). The
thermoregulation pattern was similar in Q and H, as there was a downward dynamic in
both cases, with higher Ta in the warm conditions (28 ◦C) compared to normal Ta (17 ◦C).
In addition, La¯ concentrations were higher at 28 ◦C compared to 17 ◦C, indicating greater
metabolic stress and involvement of the glycolytic pathway during the rectangular test
in international race walkers. Thermography can be a good method to assess metabolic
changes induced by increased environmental temperature.
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Based on GPS data, acceleration-speed profile (AccSpd) was presented [1]. This method
does not require additional preparation time and physical demand, plus it allows acceleration
and speed to be assessed during training and matches where athletes produce large amounts of
linear and non-linear accelerations, and sprints with different durations and starting from differ-
ent initial speeds [2,3]. Based on this method, the present study aimed to (1) show the difference
between the AccSpd profile of soccer athletes measured in different contexts of the season
between training and matches; and (2) propose the use of this method to establish an individual
high-speed running (HSR). Acceleration and speed temporal data were collected from GPS
(Catapult® S7) and related to create a linear regression between them. The HSR was defined
as the average of 1% of the highest accelerations expressed. Linear regression was created
considering only the highest values of speed-related accelerations within the interval between
speed of HSR and maximum speed expressed. Three variables were created to characterize the
profile: A0 (maximum possible acceleration), S0 (maximum possible speed) and A0/S0 (slope).
The AccSpd profiles and their variables were generated with data referring to the days of each
analyzed period for comparison. GPS data were collected from players (n = 8) during congested
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(CONGEST: 3 training days and 3 matches with interval < 72 h) and no congested (NCONGEST:
16 training days and 4 matches with interval > 72 h) match context. A paired samples t-test was
used to compare the means between groups. Maximum accelerations higher values were found
related to speed close to 5 m/s. There was no statistically significant difference between the
variables when the profiles were generated with data from matches and training together. How-
ever, it was observed that A0 and A0/S0 were higher in CONGEST when analyzing only match
data (A0M CONGEST = 8.87 ± 1.23 m/s2 and A0M NCONGEST = 6.97 ± 0.87 m/s2; A0/S0M
CONGEST = 1.1 ± 0.18 and A0/S0M NCONGEST = 0.87 ± 0.12; p = 0.001 for both). Analyzing
only training data, A0 and S0 were higher in NCONGEST (A0T CONGEST = 6.19 ± 1.78 m/s2

and A0T NCONGEST = 8.4 ± 0.92 m/s2; p = 0.022; S0T CONGEST = 6.23 ± 0.75 m/s and
S0T NCONGEST = 8.26 ± 0.014 m/s; p = 0.0001). There was no statistically significant
difference between the HSR values in any data combination. AccSpd profile can provide
information regarding the mechanics of an athlete’s speed actions and can be related to the
contextual characteristics of the training and/or match demands, in addition to providing
information about HSR.
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The assessment of muscle strength, power, and muscle endurance in knee extensors
and flexors is relevant in soccer athletes’ rehabilitation/training process [1,2]. The objective
of the present study was to develop a normative table for evaluating parameters of strength,
power, and muscular endurance for lower-body (knee extensors and flexors) in an isokinetic
dynamometer in professional soccer players. Eighty-four professional male athletes were
evaluated (aged: 24.2 ± 4.3 years; body mass: 76.6 ± 9.4 kg and height: 179.6 ± 7.9 cm).
The collections were carried out between August 2020 and August 2021. Athletes at the
Brazilian state and national levels performed isokinetic tests for knee extensors/flexors
(Biodex Medical Systems, Shirley, NY, USA) to measure strength (60◦/s), power (180◦/s),
and muscle endurance (300◦/s) parameters [2], with the evaluation of dominant and
non-dominant sides. The tests followed a familiarization/warm-up protocol. Data were
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distributed in percentiles: p10, p30, p50, p70, and p90 [2]. Statistical analyses were per-
formed using the SPSS program (version 22.0, IBM, EUA). The results were observed
for an angular velocity of 60◦/s in the knee extension on the right side: p10 = 200.95 N;
p30 = 224.5 N; p50 = 251.40 N; p70 = 282.30 N and p90 = 316.30 N and left: p10 = 196.75 N;
p30 = 222.55 N; p50 = 250.90 N; p70 = 272.30 N and p90 = 323.90 N; angular velocity of
180◦/s on the right side: p10 = 142.60 N; p30 = 163.35 N; p50 = 177.40 N; p70 = 194.10 N
and p90 = 225.45 N and left: p10 = 140.70 N; p30 = 161.15 N; p50 = 178.50 N; p70 = 196.95 N
and p90 = 222.85 N and 300◦/s angular velocity on the right side: p10 = 109.50 N; p30 = 124.40 N;
p50 = 134.20 N; p70 = 147.10 N and p90 = 165.05 N and left: p10 = 107.30 N; p30 = 122.75 N;
p50 = 135.55 N; p70 = 146.05 N and p90 = 171.15 N. For knee flexion, the following re-
sults were identified for an angular velocity of 60◦/s, on the right side: p10 = 110.10 N;
p30 = 126.50 N; p50 = 141.15 N; p70 = 151.90 N and p90 = 170.30 N and left: p10 = 106.20 N;
p30 = 125.90 N; p50 = 134.80 N; p70 = 147.45 N and p90 = 176.10 N; angular velocity of
180◦/s on the right side: p10 = 86.05 N; p30 = 98.70 N; p50 = 109.75 N; p70 = 117.85 N and
p90 = 143.15 N and left: p10 = 86.90 N; p30 = 96.20 N; p50 = 106.30 N; p70 = 113.35 N
and p90 = 130.40 N and angular velocity of 300◦/s on the right side: p10 = 72.25 N;
p30 = 86.60 N; p50 = 93.60 N; p70 = 101.85 N and p90 = 116.05 N and left: p10 = 72.25 N;
p30 = 82.805 N; p50 = 91.15 N; p70 = 96.70 N and p90 = 113.80 N. The cut-off points can
help sports physicians, physical therapists, and exercise physiologists during rehabilitation
and training for strength, power, and muscle endurance for knee extensors and flexors in
soccer athletes.
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Volleyball (VB) and water polo (WP) are defined as overhead sports because they
elicit many upper limb technical skills, such as throwing, attacking, and blocking. Thus,
shoulder injury and pain are common problems reported by VB and WP athletes [1,2].
However, as VB players compete on land, they have higher lower limb overload than WP
players who compete in water (without gravity). Therefore, it would be reasonable to
suppose that VB and WP players could show different etiologies, body locations and types
of injuries. However, this knowledge remains scarce in the literature. This information may
help sports professionals to apply preventive programs (PP) to avoid injuries in VB and
WP athletes [3]. Then, the aim of the present study was to verify the incidence of injury
during the 2021–2022 competitive season in Brazilian elite VB and WP athletes. The study
was approved by a local ethics committee. The data were assessed retrospectively from the
department of sports physiotherapy according to the daily physiotherapists’ recordings.
Overall, 110 injuries (VB = 55; WP = 55) from 30 elite Brazilian athletes (VB = 16; WP = 14)
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were reported. Most injuries (81.8%) occurred during training (VB = 42; WP = 48), 15.5%
occurred during competition (VB = 11; WP = 6), and only three injuries occurred outside
of the sport environment. Fourteen injuries (12.7%) were classified as acute with contact
[VB = 7 (12.7%); WP = 7 (12.7%)], 66 (60.0%) as acute without contact [VB = 35 (63.6);
WP = 31 (56.4)] and 30 (27.3%) as chronic by overusing [VB = 13 (23.6); WP = 17 (30.9)].
Most VB injuries (n = 37; 67.3%) occurred in the lower limbs, especially in the knee (n = 14;
25.5%) and ankle/feet (n = 11; 20.0%), whereas most WP injuries (n = 26; 47.3%) occurred
in the upper limbs, especially in the shoulder (n = 16; 29.1%) and elbow (n = 9; 16.4%). The
low back was the most common location of injuries in both sports (VB = (n = 7; 12.7%; WP
= (n = 8; 14.5%). Our results suggest that during a full competitive season, both VB and
WP athletes present a similar incidence of injuries, but in different locations. Then, a PP
for VB players should focus more on the lower limbs, whereas WP athletes should pay
more attention to the upper limbs, according to each sport requirement. Finally, exercises
designed to prevent low back pain must be applied for both groups.
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The external load (EL) in team sports can be qualified in locomotive external load
(LEL) and mechanical external load (MEL), when using a GPS tracking system [1] or inertial
movement sensors, respectively [2]. Often, the intensity ratings are used as important
information in training and match monitoring. However, the agreement between LEL and
MEL intensity assessment should be examined. In order to investigate the reliability of those
effort intensity ratings, in the present exploratory study, 49 young Brazilian footballers,
U16 (n = 17), U17 (n = 15), and U20 (n = 17) were monitored in 15 official games through
wearable devices (Catapult Vector S7). The considered players played > 70% of a total
match. In addition, the metrics were divided by total game duration (min). A k-means
cluster analysis was performed to classify both LEL and MEL quantitative efforts into
low, medium, and high intensity. The LEL variables used were distance per minute, high-
intensity activities and accumulated distance (≥20 km·h−1), acceleration (≥2m·s2) and
deceleration (≥−2m·s2) efforts calculated by tracking analysis of movement speed. The
MEL clustering was calculated based on amount of change of direction to the right and left,
acceleration and deceleration efforts derived by inertial movement analyses, total bouts
of explosive efforts and jumps, and PlayerLoadTM. The Cohen’s Kappa Coefficient (κ)
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was calculated to assess the agreement of the intensity ratings in LEL and MEL [3]. The
strength of agreement for the kappa coefficient was considered slight (κ = 0.132, SE = 0.07,
95% CI = 0.02–0.24, number of observed agreements = 65/131 [49.62%], p = 0.28). The
percentages of agreement between LEL and MEL for the low-, medium-, and high-intensity
ratings were 59.3%, 32.0% and 20.0%, respectively. Therefore, the results showed that
locomotive and mechanical effort intensities are different qualifications for monitoring
EL in young football players, and the agreement of these measures decreases as the effort
intensity rating increases. However, according to the comprehensive understanding and
representative practical application of effort intensities in a match context, LEL and MEL
should be distinguished and analyzed as different EL metrics in football.
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The demands for sprint and powerful actions during soccer matches have progres-
sively increased in recent years, especially in decisive moments of the game (e.g., goal
scoring or goal attempts) [1,2]. Therefore, substantial attention has been paid to the proper
development of these abilities in soccer athletes [2,3]. The sand surface has been used as
a practical and effective way to promote meaningful improvements in the sprint perfor-
mance of team-sport players [4]. However, the limited level of evidence regarding the
effectiveness of this training method requires the development of new experimental studies
[4]. This study aimed to test the effects of two training programs, performed on either sand
or grass surfaces, on the sprint performance of elite young soccer players over an 8-week
inter-season training phase. Fifteen under-20 soccer players were randomly allocated to
two training groups, as follows: sand training (n = 7) and grass training (n = 8). Players
performed 12 training sessions, comprising hurdle jumps, horizontal jumps, drop jumps,
and linear and change-of-direction (COD) sprints. Except for the distinct training surfaces,
players from both groups followed the same training routines across the 8 weeks. The
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physical tests were completed in the following order: sprint speed at 10 and 17 m, curve
sprint test (CS), and modified Zigzag COD test. To determine significant differences of pre-
and post-measurements between groups, an ANOVA two-way with repeated measures
was performed. The statistical level of significance was set as p < 0.05. Significant increases
were noticed for the sand group in 10 and 17 m linear sprint velocity after the training in-
tervention (p < 0.05). No significant differences were observed for 10 and 17 m linear sprint
velocities in the grass group when comparing pre- and post-tests (p > 0.05). Both sand and
grass groups revealed similar increases in the CS performance for both right and left sides,
as well as for the COD velocity after the training period (p < 0.05). The training programs
performed on grass and sand surfaces promoted significant improvements in CS and COD
speed performance, while straight sprint increased only in the sand group after the 8-week
training period. The sand training surface was proven to be an important training strategy
to improve linear and multi-directional sprint velocity in young players, which is of great
interest and importance for coaches and sport scientists working in elite soccer.
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Optimization of sprint speed and muscle power is essential in a wide variety of sports
[1,2]. Therefore, coaches are constantly searching for more effective and practical ways
to improve these capacities in elite athletes [3,4]. Plyometric training is one of the most
effective and commonly prescribed speed-power training methods [2,4]. Plyometrics are
usually performed on firm surfaces (e.g., wood or grass) with the rationale that soft surfaces
(e.g., sand) may lead to greater dissipation of stored elastic energy, thus impairing the
proper development of neuromechanical qualities [2]. Nevertheless, a recent meta-analysis
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[2] revealed that sand surfaces are as effective as harder surfaces to improve both sprint
and jump performance in team-sport players. Considering the feasibility of implementing
training programs on sand and the low number of controlled trials on this topic, the
need to test the actual effectiveness of this potential strategy is evident. Therefore, the
aims of this research project were to (1) examine the effects of a 6-week sand training
program including both sprint and jump exercises on the speed-related and vertical jump
(VJ) performance of elite young soccer players, and (2) compare the changes induced by
a sand training scheme with those induced by a similar training program (in terms of
volume, intensity, and exercise types) performed on grass. Twenty-four under-20 soccer
players were randomly allocated to two training groups (i.e., “sand” or “grass” groups).
Athletes performed VJs, 20 m linear sprint, and Zigzag change-of-direction speed tests at
pre-, mid- (after six training sessions), and post-intervention (after 12 training sessions).
An ANOVA two-way with repeated measures along with effect sizes (ES) were employed
to analyze the differences between groups at each one of the three testing points. The
statistical level of significance was set as p < 0.05. Both groups exhibited similar increases
in VJ and Zigzag performance after the 6-week training period (p-values ranging from
0.0001 to 0.025; ES ranging from 1.05 to 3.78, for main effect of time). No significant changes
were detected for linear sprint velocity in either group (p-values ranging from 0.079 to 1.00;
ES ranging from 0.07 to 0.65, for main effect of time). In summary, training on sand or
grass surfaces resulted in similar improvements in the sprint and jump performance of elite
young soccer players. This study confirms the current evidence on the effectiveness of both
soft and harder training surfaces in improving the speed- and power-related performance
of team-sport athletes.
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In soccer games, relevant moments, such as goals, are preceded by high-intensity
neuromuscular actions (e.g., sprint and jump ability) which may change at different stages
of the season [1]. The loads quantified during the preseason in soccer (period lasting
between four and six weeks) are described as being of high magnitude. For example, higher
perceived exertion (PE) session values are presented during the preseason (4343 ± 329 a.u.)
in comparison to the competitive season (1703± 173 a.u.) [2]. Moreover, some studies show
a negative relationship between training load and strength, power and speed in periods of
high loads in the preseason [3]. Therefore, our study investigated the influence of preseason
and competitive season training loads on neuromuscular performance in professional soccer
athletes. Eleven professional soccer players (26.3 ± 4.5 years; 75.8 ± 8.2 kg; 178.6 ± 7.5 cm)
from the second division of the Brazilian soccer championship were evaluated. Linear speed
of 20 m (SPD20m), change of direction speed (Zigzag COD Test) and countermovement
jump (CMJ) were assessed at the beginning of preseason (M1), after five weeks of preseason
(M2) and three weeks after the start of the competitive season (M3). The training load was
quantified using the PE scale proposed by the scientific literature [4]. A paired t-test was
used to compare the loads of the preseason vs. competitive season and repeated measures
ANOVA to compare the outcomes at the evaluated moments, adopting p≤ 0.05. The results
showed higher PE values in M2 (2281 ± 137 a.u.) than M3 (1484 ± 204 a.u.). Moreover,
significant differences in three investigated outcomes were observed between M2 and M3
periods (M2: CMJ: 39.3 ± 4 cm vs. M3: 44.4 ± 5 cm, p = 0.001; SPD20m: 6.79 ± 0.28 m·s−1

vs. 6.84 ± 0.17 m·s−1, p = 0.003; ZigzagCOD: 3.85 ± 0.12 m·s−1 vs. 4.54 ± 0.13 m·s−1,
p = 0.001). In addition, there were no significant differences between M1 and M3 periods in
the CMJ (p = 0.111) and SPD20m (p = 1.000). We concluded that high training loads can
negatively affect neuromuscular performance such as linear speed, change of direction and
jumping ability in comparison to training periods with lower training loads. Training load
was higher in the preseason in comparison to competitive season.
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In female athletes, performance data are often supported by evidence derived from
male counterparts [1], and sport practitioners should understand better the demands
during match-play in female team sports [2]. This systematic review aimed to review the
scientific literature and quantify the demands of the game in elite women’s team sports
(i.e., soccer, rugby, field hockey, basketball, handball, and futsal). The study was carried
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out following PRISMA guidelines and considered all the published articles until July 2022
from three scientific databases (PubMed, Scopus, and Web of Science). A total of 79 studies
met the inclusion criteria, of which 37 were in soccer, 21 rugby, 7 field hockey, 7 basketball,
6 handball and 1 futsal. The main results were the following: (1) female soccer players
covered ~9539 m total distance (TD) per match, of which ~1418 m was in medium-speed
running (MSR), ~559 m in high-speed running (HSR), and ~282 m in sprinting. Also, they
performed ~30 sprints, ~152 acceleration (ACC) and ~134 deceleration (DEC) actions; (2)
female players in rugby league and union covered ~5453 m TD, of which ~934 m in MSR,
~144 m in HSR, and performed ~7 sprints, while in rugby 7s players covered ~1549 m TD,
of which ~355 m in MSR, ~165 m in HSR and ~108 m in sprinting, also completed ~5 sprint
actions per match; (3) female field hockey players covered ~5431 m TD, of which ~823 m,
~501 m and ~371 m were in MSR, HSR, and sprinting respectively, and performed a total of
~39 sprint, ~26 ACC and ~32 DEC actions; (4) in basketball, the players covered ~7039 m TD,
of which ~16% was in MSR, ~7% in HSR, and ~7% in sprinting, realized ~35 sprint actions;
(5) handball players covered ~3442 m TD per match, of which ~423 m were in MSR and
~141 m in HSR, moreover their player load was ~9 a.u·min−1 and performed ~8.7–~2.3 ACC
and DEC actions per minute; and lastly (6) female futsal players performed ~5 m·min−1 in
HSR and ~0.4 ACC per minute (4–5 m·s−2), also covered a total of ~240 m·min−1 in ACC
and did ~28 ACC and DEC actions per minute. In conclusion, women’s elite team sports
have high physical demands and are different between sports. In applied settings, sports
practitioners could use these data for planning a better and more tailored-made training
and return-to-play sessions according to sport and player’s individuality.
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American football in general has a great demand in terms of acceleration; however, this
demand is higher or lower according to the match position, specifically on the defensive
line (DL) [1]. Therefore, the ability to accelerate could discriminate the competitive level of
practitioners. The aim of this study was to compare athletes of different levels in jump and
acceleration abilities. Twelve DL athletes were evaluated, five of the first division in Brazil-
ian league (BL) (age = 25 ± 3 years; body mass = 124.7 ± 21.1 kg; height = 184.8 ± 10.2 cm)
and seven to the national team (NT) (age = 31 ± 3 years; body mass = 118.4 ± 14.9 kg;
height = 190.4 ± 7.3 cm). We collected (in different days) three countermovement (CMJ)
and squat jumps (SJ) followed by five-meter linear sprint (LS) using a video made on
iPhone X in slow motion (240 fps) analyzed in MySprint and MyJump apps. For jumps,
participants were instructed to maintain hands on the hips, and jump as high as possible,
without knee or hip flexion (during aerial phase). For sprint, athletes were instructed to
use the usual stance (three points) and run as fast as possible after the five-meter mark.
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The mean of three jumps and the best sprint were used for analysis. Statistical analysis
was performed using GraphPad Prism version 8.0.0 for Windows (GraphPad Software,
San Diego, CA, USA). An independent t-test and Cohen’s d effect size (ES) were used to
compare groups, the significance level was set at p ≤ 0.05. The SJ of the BL athletes was
28.41 ± 2.7 cm against 31.7 ± 7.5 cm the NT, (p = 0.3682; ES = 0.59); in CMJ = 30.7 ± 2.8 cm
for BL against 33.3 ± 7.8 cm for NT (p = 0.3969; ES = 0.55), and to LS = 1.64 ± 0.05 s for
BL against 1.38 ± 0.10 s for NT (p = 0.0004; ES = 3.21). The present results indicate that
impulse-based capacities such as SJ and CMJ do not significantly differ between Brazilian
DL athletes. However, NT athletes displayed a superior ability to accelerate fast, a differ-
ence that may be due to kinematic efficiency aspects of force application during acceleration,
such as ground contact time [2] or other factors related with force orientation [3]. From
the practical perspective and for future studies, it appears necessary to understand and
applicate the kinetics and kinematics of running acceleration to train football athletes for
specific DL positions.
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Change of direction deficit (CODD%) has been reported as an additional metric for
scientists and coaches to understand the differences between linear (LS, in seconds) and
change of direction speeds (COD, in seconds) in a simple percentage-based calculation [1].
Additionally, significant differences in COD performance between males and females in
different sports have been reported [2]. Therefore, this study aimed to investigate CODD%
differences in flag football players from Brazilian national teams of both genders. Twenty
male (age: 27 ± 4.4 years; body mass: 80.2 ± 10.2 kg; height: 179.2 ± 6.7 cm) and thirteen
female athletes (age: 31 ± 3.3 years; body mass: 60.3 ± 9.8 kg; height: 165.3 ± 9.6 cm)
participated in this study. All data were collected on two different days for each national
team, separated by a month. All participants performed standardized tests, including
20 m linear sprint and Pro-agility (5-10-5) tests. For the 20 m sprint test, participants
were instructed to position themselves 0.3 m behind the starting line and performed two
maximal sprints with 3 min rest between them. For the Pro-agility test, athletes were
positioned in front of equipment and sprinted until marks of 180◦ turn until completing
20 m. Both tests were completed on an indoor running track and the fastest time was
considered for analysis. Statistical. An Independent t-test was used to compare male
and female groups, and the significance level was set at p ≤ 0.05. The male group re-
sults were LS = 3.04 ± 0.1 s, COD = 5.01 ± 0.2 s, CODD = 64.7 ± 7.8% and females were
LS = 3.42 ± 0.1s, COD = 5.51 ± 0.2s, CODD = 61.1 ± 3.1%. Significant differences were
observed between groups in LSs (p = 0.0001) and CODs (p = 0.0001), although these dif-
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ferences did not remain in CODD% (p = 0.1246). The present results indicate that male
athletes displayed a superior speed when sprinting and changing direction, in agreement
with previous literature [2]. However, the efficiency to change direction relative to linear
sprint times does not differ, independent of these differences. From a practical perspective,
both male and female players need to incorporate acceleration, deceleration, and technical
drills in training to reduce CODD%.
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Rugby is an intermittent sport that involves contact situations in which speed, power,
and strength are key for performance. High levels of strength and speed allow players to
have a greater ability to gain the defense line, break tackles, evade defenders, and score
more tries. This study aimed to compare forwards (F) and backs (B) in strength, speed, and
power considering absolute and relative values to body mass. Eighteen professional rugby
players divided into forwards (9) and backs (9) were submitted to tests of squat 1 RM (kg),
10 and 30 m sprint time (s), Half squat (HS), and jump squat (JS). HS and JS were analyzed
by the mean propulsive power (MPP) as suggested for assessing power in these exercises [1].
All variables were considered as absolute and relative to body mass; to add an important
variable for this population, sprint momentum (mean speed × body mass—kg/m/s) was
analyzed. An independent t-test, considering p < 0.05, was used to identify differences in
each variable. As result, it was shown that 30 m sprint time was lower for backs vs. forwards
(4.16 ± 0.03 s vs. 4.33 ± 0.04 s). Forwards had higher values for mass (109.9 ± 2.8 kg
vs. 89.4 ± 3.9 kg), squat 1 RM (194.4 ± 8.35 kg vs. 170.6 ± 6.37 kg), 10 m momentum
(617.9 ± 12.31 kg/m/s vs. 513.7± 25.34 kg/m/s), 30 m momentum (762 ± 15.87 kg/m/s
vs. 645.8 ± 28.45 kg/m/s) and Half squat (867.8 ± 26.74 w vs. 739 ± 33.48 w). For 10 m
(F = 1.78 ± 0.02 s vs. B = 1.75± 0.02 s), jump squat (F = 1045± 34.66 w vs. B = 956.4 ± 59.12 w),
relative jump squat (F = 9.59 ± 0.43 w/kg vs. B = 10.67 ± 0.41 w/kg) and relative Half
squat (F = 7.93± 0.24 w/kg vs. B = 8.31± 0.29 w/kg), no significant differences were found.
Backs were found to be faster than forwards in longer distances, as already shown among
the international-level players [2]. On the other hand, forwards showed a higher mass, 1RM
squat, and speed momentum indices for both 10 and 30 m. These results suggest that 1RM
squat and mass can be important for contact situations, which can impact performance in
this specific sport [1,3].
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Rugby union is a collision-intermittent sport, where the players are divided into
two basic positions: forwards (eight players) and backs (seven players). As shown in
European competitions, backs have more external loads in displacement measures; on the
other hand, forwards have more collision demands [1,2,3]. However, it is not clear if this
pattern happens in a South American competition. Thus, this study aimed to compare
the demands of these two groups in a professional competition, via global positioning
system (GPS) metrics, expressed by meters per minute (m/min), high-speed distance per
minute (HSD/min), and high acceleration per minute (ACC/min), and via video analysis,
expressed by the number of collisions (NOC). Data were collected from the 10 matches
played by a professional franchise in the South American Rugby League (SLAR). The GPS
data were collected with S7 devices from Catapult Sports for m/min, HSD/min (equal or
above 15 km/h), and ACC/min (equal or above 2.8 mts/s2). For the collision variables,
Sports Code Program was used to identify and quantify the number of tackles and ball
carries in a contact situation. Only athletes who played at least 60 min in each match were
considered and the mean values for these two positional groups were presented. After
an independent t-test analysis considering p < 0.05 as a significance level, it was verified
that, for the displacement variables collected, backs had higher values (m/min: 73.9 ± 8.8
vs. 65.4 ± 6.1 [p < 0.0001]; HSD/min: 13.5 ± 3.1 vs. 7.4 ± 2.8 [p < 0.0001]; ACC/min:
0.35 ± 0.15 vs. 0.19 ± 0.10 [p < 0.0001]). However, the values attributed to collisions
were higher for forwards (18.1 ± 3.1 vs. 13.1 ± 1.8 [p = 0.0003]). These results suggest
that, as already shown in international rugby leagues, forwards have a lower demand
for displacements compared to backs; meanwhile, they are more involved in actions of
collisions that occur during a match [1,2,3]. Different from these studies, backs have shown
higher levels of ACC/min and more attention should be given to understanding these
differences. The present results indicate a way to direct the physical and technical training
of a team to prepare athletes with more specificity, considering that the demands of the
game are displacements for backs and collisions for forwards.
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Change of direction (COD) requires acceleration and deceleration ability and reverse
or change movement direction which involves knee flexor and extensor strength [1]. Conse-
quently, concentric, and eccentric muscle strength is important to sustain kicking, jumping,
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tackling, turning, changing pace, decelerating, and sprinting [2]. Although the neuromus-
cular capacity to produce strength is a mandatory demand for futsal athletes, little is known
about any relationship with internal training load and the performance of functional tasks.
In this study, we determined the relationship between internal loads, muscle strength,
and performance in futsal elite athletes performing locomotion tasks requiring linear ac-
celeration and change of direction (COD). The athletes were evaluated during a regular
week of training as part of their competitive season. We quantified the internal load by
the rate of perceived exertion in the training sessions (RPE Borg scale), muscle strength
(isokinetic peak torque at 60 deg/s), linear speed (20 m run), and change of direction speed
(COD zigzag speed test) in the 24 h after the last training session of the 27th week of the
season in 14 professional male futsal athletes. Athletes achieved training load in the testing
week: 6233 ± 369 a.u.; COD speed: 3.8 ± 0.5 m/s; concentric knee flexor strength right:
2.0 ± 0.5 Nm/kg; concentric knee flexor strength left: 1.9 ± 0.5 Nm/kg; eccentric knee
flexor strength right: 2.7 ± 0.4 Nm/kg; eccentric knee flexor strength left: 2.5 ± 0.6 Nm/kg;
concentric H:Q ratio right: 138.4 ± 28 %; eccentric H:Q ratio left: 119.3 ± 32 %, and linear
speed: 6.4 ± 0.4 m/s. Internal load was inversely related with COD speed (r = −0.59,
p = 0.02), concentric (right: r = −0.54, p = 0.02; left: r = −0.56, p = 0.04) and eccentric knee
flexor strength (right: r = −0.62, p = 0.02). COD deficit was directly related to internal
load (r = 0.54, p = 0.04), inversely correlated with concentric (right: r = −0.602, p = 0.02),
and directly related with eccentric H:Q ratio (right: r = 0.58, p = 0.03). The linear speed
showed significant correlation with the peak isokinetic flexor torque for both right (r = 0.68,
p < 0.01) and left (r = 0.53, p = 0.04) leg. We conclude that the inverse relationship between
internal load and strength and speed capacity suggests that knee flexor weakness influences
internal load in the futsal athletes evaluated. Furthermore, stronger knee flexors may favor
the performance of linear speed, as observed in sprint actions.
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Taekwondo (TKD) performance is influenced by the athlete’s ability to generate muscle
power [1]. The countermovement jump test (CMJ) has been used to evaluate the neuro-
muscular performance of lower limbs [2]. The efficiency of the neuromuscular system in
producing ballistic actions of lower limbs with high power can discriminate the perfor-
mance level of athletes [1]. Few studies have investigated the effect of technical-tactical
TKD training combined with strength training on neuromuscular performance [3]. So, the
present study aimed to analyze the effect of 6 weeks of technical-tactical TKD combined
with strength training on athletes’ neuromuscular performance. Fourteen TKD athletes
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participated in training sessions; however, five were excluded because they enrolled in
less than 70% of sessions. Therefore, the final sample was composed of nine national and
international level athletes (seven men; mean ± SD, age: 17.44 ± 3.26 years). Athletes
performed 6 weeks of training, with the intensity of each session prescribed based on the
coach’s rating of perceived exertion (RPEcoach), in which weeks 1 (RPEcoach = 6.85 ± 3.31),
2 (RPEcoach = 6.85 ± 3.31), and 4 (RPEcoach = 6.85 ± 3.31) were prescribed to be harder than
weeks 3 (RPEcoach = 2.00 ± 0.02), 5 (RPEcoach = 3.85 ± 2.29), and 6 (RPEcoach = 2.71±3.53).
Strength training happened three times per week for 1 h, and consisted of three sets of
6–8 repetitions of predetermined exercises, at 60 to 75% of 1RM, followed by six repetitions
of plyometric exercises, with a 2 min interval between sets, whereas TKD training occurred
5 to 6 days a week lasting 60 to 90 min. TKD training was composed of combat simulations,
and technical-tactical exercises using kick pads and shields. The CMJ was performed at
the beginning of week 1 (pre-intervention test) and at the end of week 6 (post-intervention
test). Analyses were conducted using α = 5% and performed using RStudio. The data
were normally distributed and the paired t-student test was used. Cohen’s d was used
to calculate the effect sizes. The results showed that there was an improvement in CMJ
performance (t = −3.0832, df = 8, p-value = 0.015) from pre-test [CMJ (cm) = 33.89 ± 8.58]
to post [CMJ (cm) = 40.04 ± 6.74] with a medium effect size (d = −0.77). Thus, we con-
cluded that 6 weeks of technical-tactical TKD combined with strength training increased
the neuromuscular performance of athletes.

Funding: This study was financed by the Emenda Parlamentar awarded by the Deputado
Federal Luis Tibé (no.: 27620007). Also, this study was financed in part by Coordenação
de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível Superior -Brasil (CAPES)-Finance Code 001 and by
Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa do Estado de Minas Gerais -Brazil (FAPEMIG).
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Aging has degenerative effects on musculoskeletal, cardiovascular and central nervous
system structures. Associated with this, physical inactivity causes a marked decline in
muscle mass and bone mass [1]. The aim of this systematic review was to summarize the
body of evidence on the relationship of exercise combined with oral vitamin D and/or
calcium supplementation in increasing bone mineral density (BMD) in men and women
aged 50 years and older. The review and meta-analysis were conducted according to the
Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions [2], and registered in the
International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO) under registration
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number: CRD42021237473. The comprehensive search was performed in the electronic
databases MEDLINE/PubMed, Web of Science, Scopus and Cochrane Central Register of
Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) until March 2021 and updated in September 2021. The PICO
search strategy was used. Eligible studies were randomized clinical trials including men
and women (aged ≥ 50 years) in all contexts: institutionalized, communities, hospitals,
and others; enlisting supervised exercise interventions and vitamin D and/or calcium
supplementation provided to patients during the study; including outcomes of BMD of the
lumbar spine, femoral neck or hip; or serum vitamin D/calcium status comparing results
with a control group with supplementation, sedentary or low-intensity unsupervised phys-
ical activity. The literature search identified 4621 results distributed in MEDLINE/PubMed
databases: 944; Web of Science: 1656; Scopus: 1339 and Cochrane Central Register of
Controlled Trials (CENTRAL): 682. After selection and application of inclusion and ex-
clusion criteria, 15 studies were included in the systematic review and 10 studies in the
meta-analysis. To assess the risk of bias in the studies, the Cochrane RoB (Risk of Bias)
2.0 tool was used. The studies included 1327 participants with a mean age of 66.9 years.
Three studies included men and women and twelve studies included only women. The
results showed a significant effect on lumbar spine BMD in the exercise and vitamin D
plus calcium when compared to the vitamin D plus calcium. Furthermore, there was a
significant effect on femoral neck and hip BMD in the exercise and calcium supplementation
group vs. calcium alone, supporting studies with high-intensity exercise intervention. This
study has some limitations such as the number of studies included in the meta-analysis,
which suggests that attention should be paid to the results. Although modest, exercise
associated with vitamin D and/or calcium supplementation showed significant results for
BMD of the lumbar spine, femoral neck and hip.
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number 17/2019.
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This study analyzed the internal load in high-intensity interval training sessions with
different conditions of recovery time between stimuli: fixed (1 min) and self-selected.
Nineteen individuals participated in the study: 13 men and 6 women (19 ± 1.0 years;
64.0 ± 9.2 kg; 169 ± 8.5 cm; 22.0 ± 2 BMI). For the internal load analysis, heart rate
variability (LnRMSSD) [1], perceived effort (PE) [2] and mood scale-BRUMS (MS) [3]
were used. LnRMSSD and MS were evaluated before and after the sessions. The PE was
evaluated during each session, immediately after each stimulus. The protocol was 10 × 30 s
(95% Vpeak) with active recovery (40% Vpeak) of fixed or self-selected duration. ANOVA-
RM (2 [interventions] × 2 [time points]) for LnRMSSD and MS and (2 [interventions] ×
10 [time points]) for PE was used. Between condition and time*condition, no differences
were observed for LnRMSSD (p = 0.626; p = 0.879, respectively), PE (p = 0.191; p = 0.792,
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respectively), and MS (tension: p = 0.673; p = 0.463; depression: p = 0.867; p = 0.359; anger:
p = 0.867; p = 0.359; vigor: p = 0.811; p = 0.778; fatigue: p = 0.144; p = 0.998; mental confusion:
p = 0.828; p = 0.752, respectively). In terms of time, significant differences were observed in
LnRMSSD (p < 0.001) and PE (1 6= 3–10; 2 6= 4–10; 3 6= 5–10; 4 6= 5–10; 5 6= 7–10; 6 6= 7–10;
7 6= 9,10; 8 6= 10, p < 0.001). In MS, differences were found in domains of tension (p < 0.001),
depression (p < 0.015), anger (p < 0.033), and mental confusion (p < 0.001) but not for
vigor (p = 0.339) and fatigue (p = 0.419) which are associated with internal load. However,
both recovery conditions showed similar acute internal load responses. Additionally, it is
suggested that recovery with self-selected time (46.70 ± 1.6.58s) may be a suitable recovery
option in HIIT prescription.
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Bibliometric analysis in sports is an important tool to evaluate the quality of studies
and comprehensive mapping analysis can identify the areas of greater interest and potential
new studies [1,2]. This study aimed to identify the Brazilian publications about female
soccer between 2010 and 2020. The searches were conducted on Pubmed, SportDiscus,
Scopus and ISI Web of Science. The final search phrase was (Football* OR Soccer*) AND
(Woman* OR female*). Python 3.6 was used to analyze the results found. It is possible
to verify, in all Brazilian studies published, the main author; the study profile; the sports
science area; the instruments used; and the results found, respectively: Ramos, Guilherme;
Locomotor activity profiles; Technology; GPS Tracking; Development of specific method-
ologies for soccer training. Pavin, Larissa; Muscle fatigue; Sports Training and Exercise
Physiology (STEP); Compression stockings and physical tests; Compression stockings can
improve physical performance after the match. Loturco, Irineu; Physical Performance;
STEP; Physical Tests; Players with better physical performances present superior sports
performances. Dias, Rodrigo; Pre-season performance; STEP; Physical Tests; Improvement
of physical abilities. Ferreti, Marco; Media; Psychology and Social; Gender difference
in sports media; Little space in the sports media for women’s soccer. Gonçalves, Livia;
Food intake and dietary; STEP; Glycemic index, glycemic load, and 24 h dietary recalls;
Athletes’ diets were inadequate. Morais, André; Cardiac hypertrophy differs between
genders in professional soccer; STEP; Image Evaluation; The existing changes are due to
the body differences. Nicolao, Ana; Maturity status and lactate tthreshold; STEP; Physical
tests; No correlation between lactate threshold and maturational level; Andrade, Marília;
Muscular strength; Injury and Recovery (IR); Isokinetic strength evaluations; Injury preven-
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tion programs in young players. Silva Neto, Moacir; Muscular strength; STEP; Isokinetic
strength evaluations; Proposal of references to assist in the prescription of training. Vargas,
Valentine; Muscular strength; STEP; Isokinetic strength evaluations; The best development
of muscle strength happens at U-13 and U-17. Andaku, Daniela; Cardiovascular function
and long-term effects of exercise training; STEP; Ultrasound and physical test; Robust
brachial artery at rest in elite female players. Andrade, Marília; Evaluation of test–retest
reliability; IR; Isokinetic strength evaluations; Test–retest reliability seems to be affected by
the type of muscle and test velocity. Ribas, Letícia; Proprioception and muscle strength; IR;
Physical Test; Physical training can prevent injury. The Brazilian scientific literature has
a scarcity of material in the areas of injuries, technology, and social aspects, these being the
main gaps to be filled by future studies in female soccer.
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The COVID-19 pandemic caused basketball athletes to have their training routines
adjusted, such as including training in a home setting during lockdown [1,2,3]. In basketball,
it is important to improve physical capacities such as change of direction [2]. Therefore, the
aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of 3 weeks of home-based training (lockdown)
on the change of direction of young basketball athletes. We evaluated 10 basketball athletes
(age 14 ± 6 years, height (cm) 160 ± 25; body mass (kg) 60 ± 12) from an amateur team
from São Paulo, Brazil. The training protocol (5 min warm-up + 25 min body weight
exercises: air squat, push up, lunge, isometric plank and single leg deadlift) was proposed
three times a week on alternate days via video call. The change of direction was evaluated
before and after lockdown, using the modified T40 test with frontal, lateral and backward
displacement. A descriptive analysis of the data and Student’s t test were used to compare
means. The analysis was conducted using SPSS 20 software with a significance level of
p < 0.05. The results reported that there was an improvement in the athletes’ change of
direction (Pre 9.2 ± 0.29 s vs. Post 8.9 ± 0.33 s, ES = 0.96); however, without statistical
significance. It is considered that 30 min of home-based training, performed three times
a week on alternate days, with eccentric exercises, can be enough to at least sustain the
physical capacity of change of direction in young basketball athletes.
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It is estimated that among men and women, about 265 million people around the
world play football. Of these, the female audience has increased considerably in recent
years [1]. The practice of soccer requires specific efforts from athletes that can generate
muscle imbalances that accentuate asymmetries between the limbs [2]. For the above, the
present study aims to correlate the values of the differences between the performances
in the triple hop test with the results of the vertical jump tests in young female soccer
athletes. The sample consisted of eight female soccer athletes, from a team of the west
of the city of Rio de Janeiro, 21.63 ± 2.97 years old, 55.80 ± 5.49 kg of total body mass
(TBM) and 161.88 ± 7.06 cm in height (HGT). Athletes completed a testing battery in two
different visits to the training center. On the first day, total body mass and height were
registered, and countermovement vertical jump with (CMJ) and without arms (ABAL-
AKOV) and squat jump (SJ) were performed. Jump data were collected using a device
that demonstrates valid and reliable conditions for measuring jump height (Vert). Vert
device was placed at the height of the iliac crest, close to the superior edge of the sacrum
and kept fixed with an elastic tape [3]. On the second day, triple hop test (HT) and right
and left lower limb height tests (RHT and LHT, respectively) were performed. This test
was performed with three attempts of three consecutive maximal hops forward on the
same limb, with the performance measured by the distance in meters from the starting
position [4]. Asymmetry between limbs was quantified as the difference in performance
between limbs (asymmetry = best jump − worse jump) of the HT. For statistical analysis,
the Pearson Correlation Test was performed and the results showed a strong negative corre-
lation between HT asymmetry with SJ and ABALAKOV height (r = −0.754; p = 0.031) and
(r = −0.930; p = 0.001), respectively. In conclusion, individuals with more symmetrical TH
performance achieved better performance in the vertical jump. Thus, it can be concluded
that minimizing asymmetry between limbs improves performance in the vertical jump.
However, it is not possible to extrapolate the results of the present study, considering the
current sample size. The present investigation is in progress and will soon have a larger
size, new variables and different categories of the modality.
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The squat jump (SJ) and the countermovement jump (CMJ) are two common vertical
jump tests (VJs) used to assess lower limb muscle power in many sports [1]. By the
CMJ:SJ ratio, it is possible to assess the eccentric utilization ratio (EUR), which serves
as an indicator of performance [2]. CMJ with arms swing (CMJa) is another jump test
applied in many athletes because it is a more natural and functional approach that allows
an increase in jumping performance [3]. The performance of SJ, CMJ and CMJa is well
described in land sports, but is not completely understood in swimmers. This knowledge
may help to better comprehend the concentric and eccentric muscle actions of swimmers,
which are correlated with start swim, turns, and overall swimming performance [4]. The
aims of the present study were (i) to compare the jump height of SJ, CMJ and CMJa in
sprint swimmers; (ii) to introduce the arm swing effect (ASE) calculated by the CMJa:CMJ
ratio; and (iii) to verify the relationship among SJ, CMJ, CMJa, EUR and ASE. Fifteen elite
(seven male and four female) junior and senior elite Brazilian sprint swimmers (age male
20 ± 2.98, female 19 ± 5.48) volunteered to take part in the study. All VJs were performed
in a single session during the starting season. Significant differences were found among all
VJs (SJ = 45.4 ± 7.1 cm; CMJ = 48.6 ± 7.4 cm; CMJa = 55.4 ± 8.9 cm; p < 0.001). EUR was
3.3 ± 2.4 cm (7.4 ± 5.8%), ASE was 6.7± 3.0 cm (13.8± 6.0%), and CMJa was 10.0 ± 3.2 cm
(22.1 ± 6.3%) greater than SJ. A near perfect association was found among all VJ tests (SJ
× CMJ r = 0.94; CMJ × CMJa r = 0.95; SJ × CMJa r = 0.95). EUR showed a negative trivial
correlation with SJ (r =−0.04), a positive small association with CMJa r = 0.13) and a positive
moderate relationship with CMJ (r = 0.30). The correlation found for ASE was positive
moderate with SJ and CMJ (r = 0.50; r = 0.37), negative moderate with EUR (r = −0.33),
and positive large with CMJa (r = 0.64). In conclusion, 89% of any VJ performance can
be explained by the jump height found in any other VJ test. SJ, CMJ and CMJa are able
to explain 25, 13 and 41% of the ASE, respectively, which had an inverse correlation with
EUR. These results suggest that an arm swing executed during the CMJ elicits an additional
coordinative function that seems to change both concentric and eccentric muscle actions
related to SJ and CMJ performance of sprint swimmers.
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Ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF) is a member of the interleukin 6 (IL-6) family
highly expressed in neural cells and skeletal muscle. Alterations in muscle function may
impact the central nervous system response; additionally, neuromuscular adaptations and
synaptic plasticity are closely associated with the muscle performance [1]. Although most
studies aim to determine the relation between exercise and neurons, it is important to
note that glial cells, particularly astrocytes, are extremely versatile and can be positively
modulated by exercise training. Moreover, these cells are directly associated with synaptic
processing, neural plasticity, and excitability, as well as trophic and metabolic support
[2,3] and CNTF is highly expressed in astrocytes. Regarding the role of CNTF, it can
prevent motor neuron degeneration through the modulation of myotrophic factor related
to the PI3K/Akt (phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase/protein kinase B) and JAK/STAT (Janus
kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription) signaling pathways in skeletal
muscle [4]. In line with this, we believe that CNTF may act as a potential predictive
marker of muscle performance, because the PI3K/Akt and JAK/STAT are directly related
to increases in strength and muscle hypertrophy. In addition, we highlight that IL-6 is
strongly associated with cytokine storm in COVID-19 infection, which changes plasticity,
cognitive, sensorial, and muscle function [5]. It is noteworthy that IL-6 is an unspecific
marker of neural degeneration and consequently muscle function, but CNTF can emerge
as a potential biomarker of post-COVID muscle performance. Therefore, bioinformatic
analyses can correlate the potential effect of CNTF on long COVID-19 and/or post-COVID-
19 conditions. It may be speculated that neuromuscular function is also correlated with
astrocytes, which then can improve exercise performance. The evaluation of CNTF can be
performed easily from blood or saliva and can predict neuromuscular/astrocyte damage,
as well as avoid the decrease in the number of competing athletes. In summary, we point
out that due to long COVID-19 and its impacts on the brain and neuromuscular function,
in a few years, there may be a smaller number of high performance athletes participating
in training.
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Molecular biomarkers associated with muscle performance have increasingly inter-
ested scientists/coaches who seek to improve the performance of athletes, which is also
closely associated with central nervous system (CNS) function. Therefore, our study sought
to identify molecular alterations (genes and/or proteins) related to muscle performance
and brain adaptations, using the GWAS (Genone Wide Association Studies) Catalog. The
markers RIT2 (Ras Like Without CAAX 2), SYT4 (Synaptotagmin 4), PML (PML Nuclear
Body Scaffold), MEF2C (Myocyte Enhancer Factor 2C), and CIR1 (Corepressor Interacting
With RBPJ) were found linking muscle and brain. An interactome between these genes
was made by The Human Reference Protein Interactome Mapping Project (HuRI) and the
association between them resulted in 76 interactions and 42 different protein sets, which
may be predictive biomarkers of muscle performance. These proteins are associated with
cellular processes and metabolic functions, being 94% regulatory, 88% involved in amino
acid metabolism, and 75% related to gene expression protein translation. In addition,
regarding brain regions, striatum and cerebellum have a direct relationship with the control
of strength and physical movement, as well as motor and sensory functions [1,2]. In this
regard, increased striatum volume has been determined as one of the key distinguishing
characteristics in high-level athletes [3], and we found increased molecular expression
of SYT4 and RIT2 for both striatum and cerebellum. SYT4 coordinates several functions
including control of synaptic activity, such as glutamatergic synapse and calcium homeosta-
sis. It is noteworthy that both functions are fundamental for the plasticity of the CNS with
direct impact on muscle strength and conditioning. RIT2 can modulate energy metabolism
and interacts with the dopaminergic synapse, fundamental in the reward mechanism, and
consequently, in high muscle performance. Furthermore, MEF2 plays a role in cellular
differentiation, including muscle cells; CIR1 is directly linked with protein functions and
histone deacetylase binding activity; and PML is related to circadian regulation of gene
expression, as well as cell cycle functions and DNA repair. Finally, it is important to con-
sider that the evaluation of these molecular markers may be easily available through saliva
and/or blood collection and can represent potential and innovative molecular markers to
predict high muscle performance, particularly associated with brain functions/adaptations.
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The squat jump exercise has been widely used as a power exercise in several sports,
and training it at optimum power load (OPL) seems to be an effective and practical way
to maximize the muscle power output [1]. In this sense, alternatives and cheap tools
are recommended as practical applications of researchers and coaches. The aim of this
study was to compare two technological assessment instruments during the OPL test:
a linear encoder (Peak Power, Cefise, SP, Brazil) and a previously validated and reliable [2]
wearable wireless device (WWD) (Beast Sensor, Milan, Italy). Fifteen competitive athletes
from different disciplines (aquatics: n = 7, lands: n = 8), (age: 18.67 ± 2.99 year; body mass
(BM): 70.93 ± 8.41 kg, height: 181 ± 0.09 cm) took part in this study. The protocol test
was the same as that used by Loturco et al., [3] and was performed on a Smith-machine
device (Matrix Fitness, Cottage Grove, WI, USA). The test started at a load of 40% of the
athletes’ BM, and a load of 10% of BM was gradually added until a decrement in the bar
peak power (PP) was observed by linear encoder and recorded by the WWD coupled on
the bar simultaneously. A 5 min interval was provided between sets. Pearson’s correlation
analysis between devices on BM at the PP moment and PP at each BM’s percentual were
checked. Furthermore, the paired t-test between PP with OPL was examined. The statistical
significance level at p < 0.05 was used for all tests. Nearly perfect correlation was found at
all loads corresponding to 40–110% athletes’ BM (r = 0.99; p = 0.00) and at BM on PP moment
(BM%: 110± 18.89 to WWD and 112± 16.56 to encoder; r = 0.94; p = 0.00). Furthermore, the
paired t-test showed no meaningful difference at PP with OPL (PP = 1737.86 ± 479.47 w
to encoder and 1696.13 ± 499.5 w to WWD; p = 0.08). As presented, a nearly perfect
association was found between the OPL obtained with the WWD and the one attained
with the encoder. Moreover, similar power output levels were found between devices
irrespective of the BM load. Interestingly, as previously documented [4] the athletes’ OPL
was also achieved at a mean propulsive velocity close to 1.0 m·s−1 (0.98 ± 0.08) by WWD.
These findings are important to practitioners and for sports coaches to be able to conduct
the OPL test at low cost and with a practical and reliable WWD.
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Futsal is a high-intensity intermittent sport, in which players are exposed to high
physiological and neuromuscular stress during the match, in addition to a congested
schedule of games during the season [1,2]. The aim of this study was to analyze the effects
of match-congestion on countermovement jump (CMJ) metrics, total recovery quality
(TQR), and heart rate variability (HRV) on a sample of under-19 futsal players. Fourteen
youth futsal players (age: 17.5 ± 0.5 years; body mass: 70.2 ± 8.5 kg; height: 1.80 ± 0.1 m)
participated in this study. HRV, TQR questionnaire, and CMJ metrics (i.e., CMJ height,
relative peak power [PPREL], eccentric peak force, eccentric and concentric force impulse,
braking time, and time to peak force [PFTIME]) were registered during a congested period
(i.e., three games in four days). Futsal players were separated into two groups—those who
played more minutes (HIGHMIN) and less minutes (LOWMIN). A linear mixed model was
used to assess the differences between groups and time-points. The group with HIGHMIN
only presented a significant decrease in TRQ score on Day 3 (p = 0.003; ES: 1.99; 95% CI:
0.55–3.15) and 4 (p = 0.009; ES: 1.91; 95% CI: 0.49–3.06) when compared to Day 1, and
in PPREL on Day 2 (p = 0.045; ES: 0.43; 95% CI: −0.66–1.46) and 3 (p = 0.030; ES: 0.42;
95% CI: 0.67–1.45) when compared to Day 1. Non-significant differences were found
for the group LOWMIN. Considering the mean from both groups, a significant decrease
(p ≤ 0.05; ES: 0.28–0.96) in the TQR score and PPREL was found on Days 2, 3, and 4 when
compared to Day 1. Lastly, a significant day*group effect was detected (p = 0.042) for
PFTIME; however, non-significant and small-moderate changes were detected following
the Post-Hoc comparison. In summary, neuromuscular performance (i.e., CMJ PPREL) and
subjective recovery were impaired in players with higher playing minutes during a match-
congested period when compared to those with less on-court time. In applied settings,
sport practitioners should consider that athletes’ playing time is a determinant factor to
consider during match-congested periods. Coaches should focus on players’ recovery, and
distribute the time and competition load in short tournaments. Moreover, “alternative”
variables of the CMJ, such as PPREL, should be assessed, when possible, as they could
be more appropriate to detect changes in neuromuscular performance during congested
periods.
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The monitoring of perceptual, sleep and performance variables during a period of
gradual reduction of the training load (tapering) is important to identify which variables are
associated with better performance in swimming para-athletes. Therefore, the objective of
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the present study was to compare sleep, recovery, mood and well-being, sport performance,
and reaction time (RT) of para-athlete swimmers during tapering, in addition to investigat-
ing the relationship between the variables during this training phase. Eight para-athlete
swimmers were evaluated for 16 days before the main competition with an actigraphy to
record sleep [1]. Assessments of well-being, recovery perception, mood (Brazilian mood
scale) [2], TR (psychomotor vigilance test) [3] and performance (50 m test in the pool) were
performed before the start of the training session on Mondays (Evaluation 1 = E1) and
Fridays (E2) during the first and second weeks (E3 and E4), and on Tuesday (E5) of the third
week, the day of travel to the competition. The training load was evaluated by the ratings
of perceived exertion (RPE) [4]. The statistical analysis used was ANOVA with repeated
measures, Friedman’s test, paired t test and Spearman’s correlation, considering a p ≤ 0.05.
The training load gradually decreased between evaluations. The performance in the 50 m
test in the pool was better in E5 (37”43 ± 11”36 s) when compared to E1 (38”62 ± 12”41 s).
TR was better at E5 (273 ± 65 ms) compared to E1 (313 ± 128 ms). The perception of
fatigue was higher in E1 and E2 when compared to E4 and E5. Total sleep time (TST),
awakenings after sleep onset (WASO) and sleep efficiency (ES) improved in the second
week (TST = 480 ± 60 min; WASO = 32 ± 18 min; SE = 91 ± 3%) compared to the first
(TST = 437 ± 27 min; WASO = 34 ± 16 min; ES = 90 ± 5%). Furthermore, in E5, the TST
correlated with TR and performance, and the fatigue correlated with performance. It is
concluded that the increase in TST and the decrease in the fatigue close to competition were
correlated with the improvement of TR and performance. In addition, the tapering period
with para-athlete swimmers improved performance, TR, sleep parameters and decreased
the fatigue.
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Judo competitions are divided into weight classes. Aiming to obtain a competitive ad-
vantage against their smaller opponents, many athletes reduce their body weight a few days
prior to weigh-in. Rapid weight reductions in short periods of time require a combination
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of different procedures, including severe food restriction and dehydration [1]. To promote
weight loss, it is well known that caloric deficit is necessary. Thus, food intake should
provide fewer calories than the energy expenditure (EE). The largest component of EE is
the resting metabolic rate (RMR), which accounts for 60% to 70% of total EE. It is well
established that food restriction influences RMR [2], and to promote a more precise caloric
deficit, measuring RMR properly could benefit judo athletes managing their body weight
before competition. The methods to estimate RMR include equations such as Cunning-
ham’s equation (CE), validated for athletes [3,4] and indirect calorimetry (the gold standard
method). Concerning the importance of a precise prescription of a food plan to manage
the weight loss of judo athletes before competition, the aim of this study was to compare
the RMR measured by indirect calorimetry (IC) and CE. Eight professional judo athletes
volunteered to participate in the study. Thirty days before the competition (−30; weight
management period) and 3 days before the competition (−3; weight loss period), athletes
were submitted to IC tests and anthropometric measures to calculate RMR by CE. The
ANOVA two-way (method and time) was applied for mean comparisons between the RMR
obtained by the CI and the CE at the two periods (−30 and −3) followed by the Bonferroni
post hoc test. In addition, a comparison of the RMR delta between both methods was
carried out each time. The mean RMR values found in period −30 were 2148 ± 406 kcal
for CI and 1746 ± 194 kcal for CE (p = 0.02). In the −3 period, the mean value for CI was
1823 ± 309 kcal against 1717 ± 179 kcal for CE (p = 0.03). The deltas were −326 + 178 kcal
for CI and −29 + 18 kcal for CE. Student’s t test showed a significant difference (p < 0.01)
between the methods, suggesting the inaccuracy of CE to predict RMR of judo athletes
during a rapid weight loss period. In conclusion, CE does not seem to be a sensitive method
to estimate RMR. In contrast, IC is recommended because it enables accurate information
for individualized nutrition planning for weight loss in judo athletes during a short weight
loss period.
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Long-term detraining periods may lead to reduced sports performance [1]. However,
evidence is conflicting when it comes to the effects of short-term detraining or training
cessation [2,3]. Moreover, the literature is scarce regarding specific neuromuscular adapta-
tions to these periods in youth athletes. The aim of this study was to analyze the effects
of 1 week of training cessation on youth basketball players. Forty-three athletes, male
(n = 24, age 14.5 ± 1.3, years, height 182.1 ± 9.5 cm, weight 69 ± 11.8 kg) and female
(n = 19, age 16.3 ± 1.3 years, height 171.2 ± 6.8 cm, weight 62.2 ± 7.5 kg), of three different
age groups (Under-14 [U14], U16, and U18) underwent a test battery before and after
a training cessation period of 1 week, immediately following the end of the competitive
season. Countermovement jump (CMJ), horizontal jump (HJ), 10 m sprint and L-drill
change of direction (COD) tests were completed. To analyze the pre–post changes among
the different groups and time-points, a repeated-measure ANOVA with post-hoc was con-
ducted. Results showed that HJ performance increased significantly (p = 0.003) following
the training cessation period. In the 10 m sprint, a time*group interaction was observed
with the U16 displaying significant declines in performance after training cessation when
compared to the U14 and U18 (p = 0.50). The L-drill test improved significantly (p = 0.022)
but no time*group interaction was found. Regarding CMJ performance, no changes were
observed following training cessation in jump height and concentric peak power in any of
the groups. Although a significant time*group effect was found for eccentric peak power,
no significant differences were observed following post-hoc analysis. Reactive strength
index modified (RSImod), significantly improved in the U14 (p = 0.018) and declined in the
U18 group (p = 0.046). Finally, regarding braking time, a significant time*group interaction
was observed as the U14 group displayed greater improvements (p = 0.017) than the U16
and U18. In summary, a 1-week training cessation resulted in improvements in HJ and
COD performance in all age groups. Furthermore, it appears that the U14 group benefited
the most from the training cessation period, as seen by the greater improvements in selected
CMJ variables (i.e., RSImod and braking time) and the faster sprint times compared to
the other groups. Practitioners should consider that training cessation periods should
be adjusted according to the athletes’ age and that, in U14 players (i.e., circa-peak height
velocity), 1 week of training cessation at the end of the competitive season seems to be
beneficial for neuromuscular performance.
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Vertical jump testing is widely used to monitor neuromuscular performance. Smart-
phone applications (App) have been developed to measure jumping performance as alter-
natives to expensive devices, such as force plates or contact mats. One of the most popular
Apps, MyJump, which operates on the iOS system, has been shown to provide valid and
reliable measures of the height of countermovement (CMJ) and squat jumps (SJ) (estimated
from flight time) [1]. More recently, another study found valid and reliable measures
of both CMJ and SJ flight time when using the JumPo App, which runs on an Android
operating system, allowing for a far broader user base than Apps on iOS [2]. As these Apps
directly measure flight time, it is logical that these data can be used to estimate jump height.
However, these Apps take things a step further and claim to calculate the mean values
of force, velocity, and power produced during the propulsive phase (i.e., the ascendant
aspect of the movement) of the vertical jump [3]. We investigated the concurrent validity
and test–retest reliability of the JumPo 2 and MyJump 2 Apps for estimating jump height
and the mean values of force, velocity, and power produced during CMJ and SJ. Physically
active university-aged men (n = 10, 20 ± 3 years, 176 ± 6 cm, 68 ± 9 kg) jumped on a force
plate (i.e., criterion) while being recorded by a smartphone slow-motion camera. The videos
were analyzed using JumPo 2 and MyJump 2 using a Samsung Galaxy S7 powered by
Android System. Validity and reliability were determined by regression analysis, typical
error of estimates and measurements, and intraclass correlation coefficients. Both Apps
provided a reliable estimate of jump height and the mean values of force, velocity, and
power. Furthermore, estimates of jump height for CMJ and SJ and the mean force of the
CMJ were valid. However, the Apps presented impractical or poor validity correlations for
velocity and power. Compared with the criterion, the Apps underestimated the velocity of
the CMJ. Therefore, JumPo 2 and MyJump 2 both provide a valid measure of jump height,
but the remaining variables provided by these Apps must be viewed with caution since the
validity of force depends on jump type, while velocity (and as consequence power) could
not be well estimated from the Apps.
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Regular exercise improves and maintains physical fitness, body weight and antioxidant
capacity [1]. However, many people commonly cite “lack of time” as the greatest barrier to
adopting and maintaining a more physically active lifestyle [2]. To achieve exercise benefits
with the shortest time commitment, high-intensity interval training (HIIT) programs have
been developed. Here, we assessed the impact of two different frequencies of performing
the same, low-volume HIIT program on weight loss, physical performance, and oxidative
stress in Wistar rats. Animals were divided into three groups: sedentary (control; n = 7),
trained three times a week (3×; n = 7), and trained seven days a week (7×; n = 7) for
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2 months. Training was a HIIT protocol consisting of fourteen, twenty-second bouts of
swimming with an additional load of up to 12% of their body weight. There was a ten-
second recovery interval between repetitions. Body weight was measured before and after
the study period while physical performance was measured in a maximal swimming test.
Oxidative stress markers and antioxidants were measured in plasma or erythrocytes. At
the end of the study, body weight was lower in the 7× group compared with the sedentary
and 3× group. The 7× group also displayed a significant increase in maximum swimming
time compared to the control and 3× groups. For oxidative stress markers, the group
that trained every day (7×) showed lower protein carbonylation levels compared to the
control group and less lipid peroxidation compared to the low frequency (3×) group. The
enzymatic antioxidant activity of catalase was significantly increased in erythrocytes from
animals in the seven days a week group (7×) compared to the three times a week (3×)
group. Overall, the improvement in physical performance was directly proportional to
exercise volume while weight gain was inversely proportional. Training volume was also
directly related to decreased oxidative stress, increased antioxidant capacity and body
weight control.
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